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1. Introduction1
Students of the history of Daoism have devoted some attention to the
Shenxian zhuan2, ^ (lLj fJj "Biographies of spiritual immortals", one of the
works attributed3 to Ge Hong j{ $t (283-343)4, for it allows us to gain
1 This article is in part based on a study the author prepared in 1984 at Oxford
University. Financial support was granted by the Swiss National Science
Foundation, the "Stiftung für theologische und philosophische Studien" of the
University of Basel (Prof. F. Heinimann), and by the City and State of Basel. I
wish to express my gratitude to Piet van der Loon and Glen Dudbridge who have
read and commented on earlier versions of this essay. For a summary of the
results, cf. present author's article "Shen-hsien chuan", to appear in Kristofer M.
Schipper, ed., Handbook ofthe Taoist canon, forthcoming. When I was about to
submit the manuscript to the editor, I received Benjamin Penny's "The text and
authorship of Shenxian zhuan" which was printed in 2000. Not without
satisfaction I realized that in major points we independently come to similar
conclusions (cf. Benjamin Penny, "The text and authorship of Shenxian zhuan",
in: Journal of Oriental Studies 34, 1996:165-209).
2 Henceforth SXZ.
3 There were also critical opinions, as, e.g., Strickmann: "L'attribution traditio¬
nelle à Ko Hong, qui fut acceptée même par T'ao Hong-king, semble très im¬
probable. Il y eut probablement plusieurs ouvrages traitant de ce sujet, portant des
titres semblables et plus ou moins contemporains" (i.e. beginning of 4th century,
SPB). Cf. Michel Strickmann, Le Taoisme du Mao chan. Chronique d'une révéla¬
tion. Paris 1981:79. Unfortunately, Strickmann did not substantiate his statement.
Similarly, William G. Boltz in his "The religious and philosophical significance
of the 'Hsiang erh' Lao tzu fg ff ^ np in the light of the Ma-wang-tui silk
manuscript", Bulletin of the School of Oriental and African Studies 45, 1982:96
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some insight into early Daoist traditions, especially the so-called Southern
tradition that had existed before the emergence of the Maoshan |p |_|_| or
shangqing Ji/|f lineage.5
Most work done so far on the SXZ relied on current editions which
are rifacimenti of Ming times (see below, paragraph 9).6 Little attention
has been paid to the transmission of the SXZ.1 No critical edition exists,
n. 5, states: "The Shen hsien chuan, attributed to Ko Hung but actually a much
later text ..." without giving his reasons.
For a discussion of these dates see Nathan Sivin, "On the Pao p'u tzu nei p'ien
and the life of Ko Hung (283-343)", in: ISIS 60, 1969:388-391.
Isabelle Robinet, in her reconstruction of the heritage that subsequently found its
way and was adopted into the shangqing tradition, extensively refers to the SXZ.
Cf. Isabelle Robinet, La révélation du Shangqing dans l'histoire du Taoisme.
Paris 1984, 1:9-104, passim.
E.g. the Daozang jinghua ü jfö ff Ijl éd. is used by Barbara Kandel, Taiping
jing. The origin and transmission of the 'Scripture on General Welfare'—The
history of an unofficial text. Hamburg 1979: passim; and Ninji Ôfuchi, "The
formation of the Taoist canon", in: Holmes Welch and Anna Seidel, eds., Facets
of Taoism. New Haven and London 1979:265. Robinet relies on the Longwei
bishu flH5cliSlï ed., cf. Robinet, op. cit.: passim. The Yimen guangdu ^f HJÜ
Kif ed. is used by Hisayuki Miyakawa, "Local cults around Mount Lu", in:
Welch and Seidel, op. cit.: 92; and Jean Levi refers to the Shuoku MM ed. as
well as to the Yunji qiqian J^-t^, cf. his "Les fonctionnaires et le divin:
luttes de pouvoirs entre divinités et administrateurs dans les contes des Six
Dynasties et des Tang", Cahiers d'Extrême-Asie 2, 1986:99 n. 45. The éd. used
by Robert Ford Campany in his Strange writings. Anomaly accounts in Early
Medieval China, New York 1996, is the Shuoku ed.
Important studies concerning the SXZ are Fukui Kôjun t§ # JR IUI, "Shinsen den
ko" tifili |##, in: Tôhô shûkyô MJj^rM 1 (1951):l-20, and Sawada Mizuho's
ÌK hfl ïfB fS introduction to his Japanese translation of the SXZ, "Shinsen den ni
tsuite" t$TÜJ Al ÌiZO V> X. in: Honda % Efl et al., Chûgoku koten bungaku taikei
^ii'ÄXf AS 8, Tokyo 1969:564-569. (Fukui presents, in addition, a
short discussion under point five, "'Shinsen den' no seikaku" f$ fill flf <7) ü fê >
in: Fukui Kôjun, Shinsen den |$flJjf$. Tokyo 1983; pp. 23-27. I am grateful to
Glen Dudbridge who brought this work to my attention). I have consulted them
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and research tools, such as a complete concordance, are still lacking. This
study aims to discuss what remains of the SXZ and to bring together the
scattered evidence concerning its authorship and transmission. Thus, it is
hoped, a point of departure for a future critical edition will be provided.8
with profit. Stephen W. Durrant lists neither Fukui nor Sawada (who himself
refers to Fukui), in his article "Shen-hsien chuan", in: William H. Nienhauser,
Jr., ed., The Indiana Companion to Traditional Chinese Literature, Bloomington
1986:677f. In 1978 Liu Li submitted a type-written doctoral thesis Légendes
taoistes du Chen-sien tchouan. Traduction et étude annotées, a copy of which is
in the Bibliothèque de la Sorbonne (I 5461 in 4°). This thesis consists of an intro¬
duction presenting Ge Hong's life (pp. 2-7), a history of the text (pp. 7-14)—
where some sources of SXZ quotations as well as bibliographical evidence are
briefly given (one page) and the different editions discussed in more detail (two
and a half pages) and Fukui's study is introduced (pp. 10-14). The bulk of the
introduction (pp. 14-35) examines Ge Hong's concept of immortality, thus con¬
tinuing to a certain extent what Kaltenmark has begun for the Liexian zhuan (Max
Kaltenmark, Le Lie-sien tchouan. (Biographies légendaires des Immortels taoistes
de l'antiquité). Paris 1953:8-26). The main part of the thesis gives an annotated
translation of 25 biographies (pp. 48-212). In part 2 of her dissertation, Gertrud
Güntsch presents the first complete translation (into German) of the 94 bio¬
graphies of the SXZ as published in the Daozang jinghua ed. Besides, she pre¬
sents a typology of the immortals described in the SXZ (part 3). She also gives a
"Textgeschichte
-
Textkritik" (history of the text, textual criticism, pp. 9-17) in
which she lists the most important Chinese works that mentioned the SXZ. She
summarizes Fukui's findings as well as those of the Siku quanshu zongmu tiyao
H M :è lr M B të W » and gives a few hints on the various eds. Then a table is
added listing the order of the biographies as to be found in a) the Daozang jing¬
hua ed., b) the Yimen guangdu ed., c) the Lishi zhenxian tidao tongjian MtirÄ
fill ff iË M im (since the Lishi zhenxian tidao tongjian does not explicitly quote the
SXZ, its relevant biographies ought to be dealt with as—strictly speaking—parallel
texts), and d) the Taiping guangji j& sp Jjf IB. Cf. Gertrud Güntsch, Das Shen-
hsien chuan und das Erscheinungsbild eines Hsien. Frankfurt a.M., New York,
Paris 1988.
Present author is currently revising a critical edition of the SXZ with a complete
concordance for publication.
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2. Bibliographical Evidence
The earliest mention of the SXZ is to be found in the Baopuzi waipian J§
th"?"^f ü • It is Ge Hong himself who, in his autobiography, says: "I also
compiled [a book on] those who are not normally listed, and made the
Shenxian zhuan in 10 scrolls."9 According to Ge Hong who "laid down
(ding /g [his brush] in the jianwu JÜjä; [reign period] (AD 317),"10 one
could come to the conclusion that this work must have been written before
AD 317/8.11
Lu Xiujing's ßjüftEfi (406-477) catalogue of Daoist works, compiled
in the seventh year of the taishi ^ $p reign period of the Liu Song dynasty
(471) upon imperial order,!2 lists a SXZ in one wrapper (bu §)3) and 10
juan by Baopu zi Ge Hong.13
A work that has not come down to us as a whole but survives in more
than 240 fragments, the Daoxue zhuan jjf H fj| I4—attributed to Ma Shu
J$$I (522-581)—lists a SXZ in 10 juani5 among Hong's works in its Ge
9 Baopuzi waipian, Sun Xingyan's J£ M ftj ed., in: Xinbian Zhuzi jicheng $f
Hi) Wi -p îH fife > Taibei 1974, 50.203; tr. James R. Ware, Alchemy, medicine,
and religion in the China of A.D. 320. The Nei P'ien of Ko Hung. Cambridge
(Mass.), 1966:17.
10 Loc. cit.
11 For an argument against the possible statement that internal evidence points to a
later date, cf. infra, p. 748.
12 Cf. Zhen Luan's £££ Xiao dao lun ^Mm (AD 570) ap. Guang hongmingji M
^L 0J ft T. 2110, 52.151b. For the Xiao dao lun now cf. Livia Kohn, Laughing
at the Tao. Debates among Buddhists and Taoists in Medieval China. Princeton,
1995.
13 Cf. Falin's fètifrBian zheng lun mjEm (AD 626) T. 2110, 52.546b.
14 Cf. present author's The fragments ofthe Daoxue zhuan. Critical edition, trans¬
lation and analysis of a medieval collection of Daoist biographies, Frankfurt
a.M., New York, 2000.
15 Cf. Daoxue zhuan, ap. Xianyuan bianzhu i\li^u.MM-. by Wang Songnian ïEfè^
(late Tang), HY 596, 1.7af. Texts in the Zhengtong daozang [the Daoist canon of
the zhengtong reign period [1436-49] and the Xu daozang jing [scriptures
supplementary to the Daoist canon] are cited by the HY-number assigned in the
Combined Indices to the Authors and Titles of Books in Two Collections of Taoist
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Hong biography. However, Ma Shu may not have seen the text himself—
he may have taken Ge Hong's autobiographyl6 as (one of) his source(s)
(see synopsis below.)
The Jin shu fj||—officially commissioned by an edict of 642 and
approved probably only two years laterll—says in its official Ge Hong
biography that Ge wrote, among other works, "a Shenxian-ffif\U, a Liang-
shi-§^ 3ÊT, a Yinyi-lm^}%, a Jiyi-^ H etc. zhuan f$, 10 juan each."!8
Again, the compilers of the Jin shu may not have had the SXZ at hand. As
can be seen from a synopsis of the relevant passage the Jin shu account is,
on the one hand, so close to that of the Daoxue zhuan and, on the other,
sufficiently different from Ge Hong's autobiography that it is highly
probable that the Daoxue zhuan was the source which the compilers of the
Jin shu may have relied on.
Literature. Edited by Wang Tu-chien. Harvard-Yenching Sinological Index
Series, no. 25. Beijing: Yanjing University, 1925.
16 Cf. Baopuzi waipian 50.203.
17 Cf. David McMullen, State and scholars in T'ang China, Cambridge 1988:169,
with further references.
18 Jin shu, ed. Zhonghua shuju, Beijing 21983, 72.1913. Unless otherwise stated,
the dynastic histories edited by the Zhonghua shuju will be used. It has to be said,
however, that the Bona ^^ ed. is preferable in any case. Collation often shows
that the modern edition has a worse reading or even introduces mistakes not seen
in earlier editions, but as at the moment I do not have the Bona edition at my
disposal I have to rely on the modern one.
Synopsis of relevant passages from Ge Hong's autobiography (Baopuzi waipian), the Daoxue
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i^^ hh—vm±mmu^mM'<k^jjmm
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a Baopuzi waipian 50.203.
b Daoxue zhuan ap. Xianyuan bianzhu, HY 596, 1.7a9-7b6.
c Jin shu 72.1913.
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No imperial bibliographies survive between the Han shu yj| U and the Sui
shu ßff H, although traces of Liang ^ bibliographies are seen in the Sui
shu19. In the year 656, the bibliography of the Sui shu was submitted to
the throne together with the other monographs (the annals having already
been presented in 636). According to the Sui shu jingji zhi ßff H $g ft /j£
there existed a SXZ in 10 y'wa«, attributed to Ge Hong, in the imperial
library of the Sui (581-618).20
Soon after 721, Wu Jing ig: |f| compiled the Gujin shu lu "jÉf^ U fêk
in 40 j'wa«, a summary of which was included (probably before 756) in the
Guo shi g ^by Wei Shu $$i (d. 757). The Guo shi then was copied into
the Jiu Tang shu HÜfÜ (completed in 945). This Jiu Tang shu lists a SXZ
in 10 juan by Ge Hong.2!
A copy of the SXZ then must have found its way to Japan, perhaps
during the Tang, for Fujiwara Sukeyo's ü Jj^ {£ t£ (d. 898) catalogue
Nihonkoku genzai sho mokuroku H^fflM^Är^i^ lists a SXZ in 20(JÙ)juan by Ge Hong.22
Ge Hong's SXZ in 10 ywan is entered in the shenxian section of the
Song shi 7f5 $. bibliography.23 The Song shi was a work written in Yuan
times, completed in 1345 and printed in Hangzhou during 1346.24 The
bibliographical monograph belonging to the three quarters of the first
edition that have not been preserved occurs in the Bona "g" ^ edition as a
reproduction of the edition Zhu Ying ^ |£ had published in 1480 as vice¬
roy of Guangdong and Guangxi. For this entry the compilers of the Song
shi probably made use of the Zhongxing sichao guo shi ^p Jfi [79 ^§ g] j£ or
"History of the four reigns of our dynasty since the restoration."25 The
19 Usually a sort of commentary, introduced by "the Liang [catalogue(s)] has
(have)...", is appended to the entry whenever the older information differs from
the Sui account.
20 Sui shu jingji zhi 2.979.
21 Jiu Tang shujingjizhi 1.2004.
22 Cf. Nihonkoku genzai sho mokuroku, ed. Guyi congshu ^SMMIt. 19b.
23 Song shi yiwenzhi, Bona ed., 4.12a.
24 Cf. Piet van der Loon, Taoist Books in the Libraries of the Sung Period. A Crit¬
ical Study and Index. London 1984:20-23.
25 Van der Loon's argument for this hypothesis is that "the fifteen fragments [of the
Zhongxing sichao guo shi] available can all be accounted for in the Song shi" and
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bibliographies along with the other monographs of this work were com¬
pleted in 1254 and revised in 1257.26 This would imply that the SXZ was
still available during the Southern Song. Another catalogue seems to
confirm this hypothesis: the revised and enlarged version of the Junzhai
dushu zhi f$ ^f |f H ^, edited by Chao Gongwu's H i> jg; pupil Yao
Yingji feUHH and reprinted in 1249,27 lists the 5XZ in 10 juan, although
it does not mention the author.28 On the other hand, the imperial catalogue
of the restored Song, the Zhongxing guan'ge shu mu 41 üHI ÜJ H fü a
descriptive catalogue in 70 juan, completed in 1178, amounting to 44,486
juan, now lost but surviving in a large number of fragments,29 lists a
Liexian zhuan ^ij f|lj fl| in three (sic) juan by Liu Xiang %\\ [pj, presenting
63 (s/c) persons; a Xianzhuan shiyi (lL! ft fè" A in forty y'wa«, totalling 429
items (shi), by Du Guangting f± jrfc JÜ ; a Xw [Shenjxian zhuan U fnj ft in
three jwarz, with 36 persons, by Shen Fen ffoìfò; a Zongxian bilu If.f|ij^
% in 130 juan by Yue Shi ^ j£ ; Wang Songnian's 3E IS ^ Xianyuan
bianzhu filj^ßüj:^ in one (sic) juan, presenting 128 persons; and, finally,
Jian Suzi's j^ $g ^- Dongxian zhuan ?|ä] fnj ft in ten ywan with 292 per¬
sons.30 Yet it does not list a Shenxian zhuan. We may infer from this that a
copy of the SXZ must have found its way back into the imperial library
after the Zhongxing guan 'ge shu mu was written.
Also during the Song an abridged version in one juan of the SXZ was
compiled. In 1015 the imperial library burnt down.31 Losses were made
good by copying the books available in the emperor's private library Tai-
qing lou fsi ìm IB. and on January 8 1042, Wang Yaochen 31 % g. et al.
could submit the now lost descriptive cataloque Chongwen zongmu % ~% |§
they can be regarded as a random sample as these titles are found in different
parts of the shenxian section and are not clustered in one place (van der Loon, op.
cit.: 23).
26 Cf. van der Loon, op. cit. 19.
27 Cf. van der Loon, op. cit. 25-27.
28 Junzhai dushu zhi, Quzhou ed., 9.12a.
29 Cf. van der Loon, op. cit. 18.
30 [Zhongxing guan'ge] shu mu ap. Yu hai 3£$| 58.8b.
31 For the following, cf. van der Loon, op. cit. 4ff.
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|=j 32. An abridged version, listing the titles and /wa«-numbers only, was
published in 1144. This had Ge Hong's abridged work in one juan (B& —
ft) as missing in 1144.33 A version consisting of one juan in fact is still
extant: it makes up juan 109 of the Yunji qiqian fS;ti (prefacewritten in 1028 or 1029) and thus represents one of the two versions avail¬
able that preserve "long" texts.34
After the Song the SXZ was lost: the Daozang quejing mulu jjt US IHHÜ, almost certainly compiled by the editors of the Ming Daozang
themselves35, lists the SXZ in ten juan by Ge Hong as missing.36 And
none of the Ming catalogues lists it. It was probably lost already at the end
of the Southern Song dynasty, for Chen Zhensun |5jfi #§ |£ (retired as an
official in 1249)—although listing the Liexian zhuan, Zhen'gao jHfp, Xu
[Shenjxian zhuan, Jixian zhuan JHftijft and various other important Daoist
works in the shenxian section of his private catalogue Zhizhai shulu jieti j|F
^WBfßM (latest date in the text: 124037)—has no SXZ.
Summarizing the bibliographical evidence it can be said that during
the Liu Song dynasty the SXZ in ten juan, attributed to Ge Hong, was
available at least in Daoist circles and from the Sui until the Southern Song
in the imperial library as well as in at least one private library before it was
lost.
3. Other Testimonies
Catalogue entries may usually provide information concerning availability,
size (i.e. number of juan or pian) and author of a work in question. This is
32 In 66 juan, covering 30,669 juan of described titles, whereas 36,280 juan had
been catalogued before the conflagration.
33 Chongwen zongmu 10.9a.
34 See below, paragraph 4.2.
35 Cf. van der Loon, op. cit.: 62. Robinet gives as its date AD 1275, cf. Robinet,
op. cit., 1:28. It is true that the year 1275 is mentioned, but it indicates the year
when the tomb inscription was erected, the reproduction of which is appended to
the Daozang quejing mulu, 2.21b-24a.
36 Daozang quejing mulu 1.21a.
37 Cf. van der Loon, op. cit.: 27.
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clearly not enough to identify it with certainty. Additional testimonies must
be sought for.
Of special interest would be any information coming from sources
older than the Sui dynasty.
3.1 Pre-Tang
Pei Songzhi H f£ %_ (372-451)38 in 428 was commissioned to compile a
commentary to Chen Shou's Pf m (233-297)39 "History of the Three
Kingdoms", Sanguo zhi H H ^>, and, as one of four40 zhongshu shilang
^ H f# Iß "Gentleman-in-Attendance of the Palace Writers"—a fifth
grade official41—presented the result to the throne in 429.42 He described
his task as follows: "[Chen Shou's Sanguo zhi] is rather short and some¬
times there are omissions. I have the imperial decree to search into the
detail and to devote my efforts to discover every source; I have looked out
old traditions from the past, and at the same time I have recovered records
which have been neglected."43 As a consequence, he quoted from a vast
bulk of texts (most of which are now lost) in his commentary. Pei, after
twice citing the Baopuzi44 and then quoting Ge Hong's SXZ, gives a
personal comment, stating that what Ge Hong had recorded in recent times
is deluding the people. He adds: "His books and writings circulate quite
[freely] in the world, therefore I took up and chose several items and
38 Official biographies in Song shu 5j? U 64.1698-1701 and, abridged but based on
it, Nan shi j^j $_ 33.
39 Both official biographies, Huayangguo zhi ipl [SJ| HI ^ 11 and Jin shu 82, not only
differ in his date of death, but also in a series of other details. Cf. Rafe de
Crespigny, The Records ofthe Three Kingdoms: A Study in the Historiography of
San-kuo chih, Occasional Paper 9, Canberra 1970:2-4.
40 Cf. Songshu40.1245.
41 Cf. Songshu 40.1262.
42 Cf. de Crespigny, op. cit. 14-19.
43 Text given in Sanguo zhi Vol. 5:1471. Tr. de Crespigny, op. cit. 15.
44 Note that neither quotation can be located within the Baopuzi neipian nor the
waipian.
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entered them at the end of [this] chapter.
..."Sftifit > tXMM
Roughly seventy years later, Tao Hongjing ßjfs^H (456-536), a very
important figure for the collection, editing and annotation of early Daoist
scriptures—above all, but not exclusively, of Mao Shan origin—completed
his Zhen'gao, "Declarations of the perfected",46 a compilation of shang¬
qing texts accompanied by his own commentary. Tao refers on nine
occasions to the SXZ in comments like "[Qing Niu flf ^-] namely is Feng
Junda û [His biography] comes out of the SXZ and the Wu yue xu
S tËt rj- • "47 From his evidence we know that, at the end of the fifth cen¬
tury, the SXZ contained at least the biographies of Feng Junda48, Shen Xi
it^49, Lü Gong g S50, Luan BaiE51, Dongling Shengmu Hü I?
#52, Feng Gang M.M53, Chen Anshi PH^iË54, Li Shaojun *S/>|*55,
Liu Gang's glj fl wife [Fan furen $*^ A ]56, and Li Babai ^A H 57-
Thanks to a tomb inscription by the Prince of Shaoling of the Liang
dynasty—Xiao Lun jflfH, styled Shitiao tïu (d. 551)58, sixth son of the
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
Sanguo zhi, Wu i|L shu 18.1428. Italics added.
After 499, as this year is mentioned twice in Zhen'gao, HY 1010, 13.8b and
15.5a, cf. Strickmann, op. cit. 244 n.10. Robinet also has "après 499", cf. Ro¬
binet, op. cit. 11:313. Strickmann (loc. cit., and op. cit. 64) gives 499 as date of
its completion.
fiP£t^"M-te, o tÖ fàflllféi&jy. Cf. Zhen'gao, HY 1010, 10.23a.
Loc. cit.
10.23a.
10.23a.
10.23b.
10.24a.
Op. cit.
Op. cit.
Op. cit.
Op. cit.
Loc. cit
Op. cit.
Loc. cit
Op. cit.
Op. cit.
10.24b.
10.25a.
13.13a.
Lun's official biography in the Liang shu says that he died, in tragic circum¬
stances, in 551, aged 33 sui (cf. Liang shu 29.436). The problem of the date of
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founder of the dynasty59—which must date from between 536-551, we
have an independent confirmation that Tao Hongjing not only obtained "Ge
Hong's SXZ" but that he saw "the matters of all immortals of the eight
lords and [the Prince of] Huainan" therein.60 Almost the same sentence is
reproduced in the Huayang Tao yinju neizhuan Ijl m§ ßff |§ ê F*3 ft » a work
compiled by a certain Jia Song ff % of the Tang.6! Tao's official biogra¬
phy in later works like the Liang shu |f£ * 62 and the Nan shi j^j j£ 63
again informs us that Tao had read the SXZ. Tao's nephew, Tao Yi [if) $$,
composed a Huayang yinju xiansheng benqi lu ¥^BS?tÊ$SÉ
(that is often quoted by Jia Song) which says that "in the cottage of his
fellow-villageman, Mister Ju, [Tao] obtained the 61st64 juan of Ge Hong's
SXZ." Tao has not only had access to the sixth juan, but eventually to most
probably the whole SXZ: of those nine persons that in juan 10 of the
received version of his Zhen'gao are said to "come out chu £tj of the
SXZ"65, one (Shen Xi) can be assigned to juan 3 and one (Feng Junda) to
juan 10 of the SXZ as it was available during the Tang66.
his birth and, therefore, his age is discussed in Qian Daxin's fl^H/f (1728-1804)
Nianer shi kao yi ij-Hjt^ JI, as quoted in Liang shu vol. 2:440.
59 This was Xiao Yan (464-549) who reigned as Liang Wudi from 502-549.
60 Cf. Huayang yinju neizhuan, HY 300, 3.2b; Maoshan zhi, HY 304, 21.6b.
61 Cf. Huayang yinju neizhuan, HY 300, 1.3a. Also cf. Strickmann, op. cit.: 142
and n. 57.
62 Liang shu 51.742f. As he lived 456-536 and "at the age of ten sui obtained Ge
Hong's SXZ" (Liang shu 51.742), he must have got hold of this book in 465.
63 Nan s/u 76.1897-1900.
64 This must be a copyist's error. The Sandong zhu'nang, referring to the juan
number when quoting a SXZ biography, has the Liu An vita in the 6th juan of the
SXZ, cf. Sandong zhu'nang, HY 1131, 8.5a. Note that this sentence does not
occur in the abridged version of the Huayang yinju xiansheng benqi lu, in: Yunji
qiqian, HY 1026, 107.1b-llb.
65 Cf. Zhen'gao, HY 1010, 10.23a-25b.
66 As the Sandong zhu 'nang often states the number of the SXZ-juan from which it
quotes a vita, the order of some of the SXZ-biographies can be established as it
must have existed during the Tang. It is reproduced below on table 5.
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3.2 Tang
At the end of Guo Wen's f|5 ~X official biography in the Jin shu we find
the sentence "Ge Hong [and] Yu Chan JÜf Hü 67 both wrote a [Guo Wen]
vz'ta."68 Although it is not stated which of Ge Hong's works is implied,
one cannot entirely exclude the possibility that the SXZ was alluded to, as
the Xianyuan bianzhu gives the SXZ as source of a Guo Wen biography.69
Liang Su 2f£$f (752-793) of Mount Tiantai wrote a "Discourse on the
Shenxian zhuan", Shenxian zhuan lun $$ f|Jj ft |#, in which he mentions
that "the SXZ altogether contains 190 persons."70
About a century later, Wang Songnian 3E fö ^, who as a daoshi at
some time lived on Mount Tiantai71, compiled a Xianyuan bianzhu i\U ^g
$H^> 'Threaded pearls [from the] park of the immortals",72 about "peo¬
ple who studied the dao and showed evidence of having achieved im¬
mortality."73 Wang was born probably in the Tang but certainly lived at
the beginning of the Five Dynasties.74 The Siku quanshu zongmu tiyao |Z3
M it H #§ B H H 75 already criticized the Wenxian tongkao ~% i£ M #
67 Fl. 313, cf. Jin shu 92.2385.
68 Jinshu 94.2441.
69 Cf. p. 808 and note 334.
70 Wenyuan yinghua >ç^g|^^ 739.14a-15a.
71 In present-day Zhejiang.
72 Also see below, p. 763.
73 Xianyuan bianzhu, HY 596, xu: la.
74 He is not to be confused with the famous Wang Songnian who lived during the
Nanbeichao (fl. 554) and whose biography is in the Beiqi shu 35 and in the Bei
shi 35.
75 Siku quanshu zongmu tiyao 28:80. Note that the date given in Siku tiyao, in order
to show that Wang was still alive during the later Liang, is not correct: it says
that "in the book (i.e. Xianyuan bianzhu) there is the date 'second year of the
kaicheng [period] of the Liang [-dynasty]'", but there was no kaicheng era in the
Later Liang dynasty. Instead, it must be corrected into kaiping [period], 907-911.
Cf. Xianyuan bianzhu, HY 596, 3.23b.
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for making Wang a man of Tang76. In fact, two Liang dates do appear in
the Xianyuan bianzhu: 1) "second month of the third year of the Liang kai-
ping ffg ^p [-period]", AD 909,77 and 2) "eleventh month of the third year
of the [Liang] tianshi ^ iÇ [-period]", AD 906.78 Both dates appear in
quotations from a now lost work, called Lingyan ji H SÉ 15 -79 This sets
the datum post quern for the Xianyuan bianzhu in its present form as AD
909. Probably, the Xianyuan bianzhu was finished even in Song times, as it
quotes the (now lost) Shier zhenjun zhuan -(- H i|| f| ft80. However, it
has been suspected that the Daozang edition of the Xianyuan bianzhu
contains additions by a later hand.81 The question of its date of composi¬
tion must be left open. The Bishu sheng xubiandao siku queshu mu %& H^AiHi!lE3AWÌ@ (issued 1145)82 and the Song shi yiwenzhi ^ 5fc Ü
>£^83 list the Xianyuan bianzhu, with Wang Songnian as its author, in
76 This view was adopted by Schipper (cf. Kristofer M. Schipper, L'empereur Wou
des Han dans la légende taoiste. Han Wou-ti nei-tchouan. Paris 1965:81 n.3),
whereas Lagerwey, relying on Chen Guofu $$. HJ |Ç. Daozang yuanliu kao jtt jü
M ÎÂ #. Beijing 1960:237, has Wang "as of Five Dynasties or beginning of
Song" (cf. John Lagerwey, Wu-shang pi-yao. Somme taoiste du VIe siècle. Paris
1981:14 n.l).
77 Xianyuan bianzhu, HY 596, 3.23b.
78 Xianyuan bianzhu, HY 596, 3.24b. All other dates mentioned in the Xianyuan
bianzhu axe Tang or earlier.
79 The Daozang preserves a text composed by Du Guangting which bears the title
Daojiao lingyan ji ìS f& II fl? f£ • According to Franciscus Verellen, Du Guang¬
ting (850-933). Taoiste de cour à la fin de la Chine médiévale. Paris 1989:206, it
was compiled after 905. The received text is not complete; now as a 15 juan
version in the Daozang, HY 590, it originaly consisted of 20 juan. The loss can
almost entirely be made good by the version of the Yunji qiqian. Cf. Verellen,
op. cit.: 206f.
80 Xianyuan bianzhu, HY 596, 2.20b. A text of this title in two juan, written by Yu
Bian ^ V (biography in Song shi 31), is entered in the Song shi yiwenzhi, Bona
ed., 4.17b.
81 Cf. Siku tiyao, loc. cit.
82 Bishu sheng xubiandao siku queshu mu 2.30b.
83 Song shi yiwenzhi, Bona ed., 4.17b.
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one juan. The version contained within the Daozang, however, is arranged
in three juanß4
Wang explicitly indicates which examples he followed when he was
compiling the Xianyuan bianzhu: he says that he examined the Liexian
zhuan, SXZ, Dengzhen yinjue êfiRI^85, Yuanshi shangzhen ji JttnAi
HIB86, Daoxue zhuan, Zhen'gao81, Louguan zhuan f§f|ift88, Lingyan
zhuan ff|f ft89, Bazhen zhuan A1Ü, and the Shier zhenjun zhuan90.
He chose Li Han's ^^ (fl. c. 750-770) Meng qiu MiJL as his model of a
text with rhymed two four-character stanzas and supplied each stanza with
a comment.91 His comments exclusively consist of quotations from other
84 Probably due to later additions?
85 The "Concealed instructions for ascent to perfection" (Strickmann, op. cit.: 140)
by Tao Hongjing. Ofthe original 24 juan (cf. Huayang Tao yinju neizhuan, HY
300, 2.17a), or 25 juan (cf. Tang shu jingjizhi 2.2030; Junzhai dushu zhi, Qu-
zhou edition, 16.6a), or 60 juan (cf. Chongwen zongmu 9.5b), or 35 juan (cf.
Song shi yiwenzhi, ed. Bona, 4.14a), only a three juan version survives in the
Daozang, HY 421. Also see van der Loon, op. cit.: 143.
86 The Daozang preserves a Yuanshi shangzhen zhongxian ji ft ta _h Ä %. fili 15 »
HY 166, attributed to Ge Hong.
87 Cf. supra, p. 739.
88 Cf. Chen Guofu, op. cit.: 235-239, and van der Loon, op. cit.: 157.
89 Probably Du Guangting's Daojiao lingyan ji, HY 590. Cf. supra, note 79.
90 In two juan, by Yu Bian (biography in Song shi 333.10717). Cf. Song shi yi¬
wenzhi, ed. Bona, 4.17b.
91 Xianyuan bianzhu, HY 596, xu: lb. Concerning the Meng qiu, Johnson says:
"The book, which was widely used in Tang and Song times, consists of rhyming
couplets, with each four-character line alluding to an instructive or emblematic
incident in the life of a particular figure from Chinese history Inclusion in
Meng qiu guaranteed that a person would become a by-word for whatever quality
or virtue the incident alluded to." (Cf. David Johnson, "The city-god cults of
T'ang and Sung China", in: Harvard Journal of Asiatic Studies 45 (1985):389
n.89). An English translation was published by Burton Watson in his Meng
Ch'iu: Famous Episodes From Chinese History and Legend. Tokyo 1979.
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works. Wang reports that the SXZ included the biographies of 117 per¬
sons.92
3.3 Yuan
Deng Guangjian g$ Jfc M (d- 1297) correctly states that the "Liexian
[zhuan] begins [with] Chisong Zi and ends [with] Xuan Su. Upwards it
does not reach Huangdi." He then goes on: "Zhichuan's f§ Jl|93 Shenxian
[zhuan] begins [with] Guang Cheng[-zi] JJ| $1 and reaches Feng Junda ^
H* jH Downwards it does not extend to the Jin [dynasty]. " On the other
hand, Zhao Daoyi liai —, who includes Deng's statement in the preface
to his own Lishi zhenxian tidao tongjian StSAflllfixETSEi» "Com¬
prehensive mirror of successive generations of perfected immortals [who]
embraced the dao,"94 does not reveal how many persons he has himself
seen entered in the SXZ. Instead his preface quotes a certain Master Bai
Haiqiong g $g fjt % ÉÈ 95 saying: "Baopu zi of the Jin made a SXZ. What
it records are more than a thousand (sic) persons."96
The last testimonies confront us with the problem of how many biog¬
raphies might have been included in the SXZ. Bai Haiqiong's figure of
"more than a thousand" seems surprisingly high, although not entirely im¬
possible: according to the preface to the SXZ, Ruan Cang ßjc J§", dafu
during the Qin dynasty, had written the vitae of "several hundred per¬
sons,"97 which in turn were used by Liu Xiang when he wrote the Liexian
zhuan98. Nevertheless, Bai's number could be a mistake made by any
copyist during the process of transmission of Zhao's work and what he
92 Xianyuan bianzhu, HY 596, 1.1a. He also reports that the SXZ consisted of 10
juan but does not say it with his own words. Instead, he quotes Ge Hong's vita as
taken from the Daoxue zhuan, cf. Xianyuan bianzhu, HY 596, 1.7b.
93 Ge Hong's zi.
94 Lishi zhenxian tidao tongjian (preface dated 1294), HY 296, xu: 5b.
95 Occurs only once more: in Lishi zhenxian tidao tongjian 37.16a, but no dates are
available. He could have lived at any time between the second half of the eighth
and the late thirteenth century.
96 Lishi zhenxian tidao tongjian, xu: la.
97 Cf. SXZxu ap. Junzhai dushu zhi, Yuan ed., 3B25a.
98 Cf. Baopuzi neipian 2.7.
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may have meant was "more than a hundred", which then cannot be much
more than hundred. Alternatively, the quotation may be correct, which
would then mean that Bai Haiqiong no longer had the Tang version of the
SXZ at hand. Yet this would also imply that Zhao, too, no longer had
access to the Tang (or earlier) version for he did not correct this statement.
Probably nearer to the truth come the more reliable testimonies of
Liang Su and Wang Songnian, although we have no means by which to
decide whether Liang's 190 persons or Wang's 117 persons are the correct
number. Kominami, reconstructing juan 4 of the SXZ which yields 21
vitae, extrapolated for the whole work 10 (juan) times 21 or "roughly 200
biographies."99 However, as the size of the different vitae differed con¬
siderably, such a simple extrapolation cannot be anything but speculative.
4. The "long" versions
The most comprehensive versions of the SXZ biographies older than the
Ming editions are to be found in the Taiping guangji f^ ^p Jff f£ and the
Yunji qiqian ff |£ -fc ÏS to which we now have to turn. Both reproduce
texts substantially longer than almost all of the SXZ quotations. Any
reconstruction of the SXZ will have to start with these "long" 10° texts.
4.1 Taiping guangji
Ordered by Song Taizong (r. 960-976), work on the Taiping guangji,
"Extensive records of the Great Peace [period]", was begun in 977, third
month, by a commission of thirteen members presided by Li Fang ^ $J (zi
Mingyuan BJ jjï, 925-996). The Taiping guangji, a collection of stories
and anecdotes arranged under 92 categories and 150 sub-categories divided
in 500 juan, was presented to the emperor on the 13th day of the 8th month
of 978—or only 17 months after its commencement. During the first month
99 Kominami Ichiro /Jn f^j — g|5, '"Shinsen den' no fukugen" f$ f[Jj 1$ <T) fS ft> in:
Iriya kyôju Ogawa kyôju taiyasu kinen chûgoku bungaku gogaku ronshû A ^K Ifc
fê/HlI^M^fe^SxfÎBëMft, Kyoto 1974:301-331, especially
p. 309.
100 "Long" texts does not mean "complete" texts, as will be shown below.
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of 981 it was carved and printed by imperial command, but soon after¬
wards the blocks were removed and eventually destroyed. None of the
texts the modern editions101 depend upon is older than Ming.
The 60 entries indicated as being taken from the SXZ represent 58
biographies. They are listed in table 1 below.
Table 1 : SXZ biographies in Taiping guangji
Biography TPGJjuan: page
Laozi ^ ^- 1: 1
Guang Chengzi jlf fig^p 5
Peng ZamS. 2: 8
Wei Boyang §| fg ß§ 11
Feng Gang a S 4: 24
WeiShuqingMip 28
Mozi H ^F- 5: 31
Liu Zheng gljjgr 33
SunBof^ff 33
Tianmen Zi j^ H "F" 34
YuZi^T- 34
Shen Xi}tu 36
Chen Anshi Pf$ jt 37
Baishi xiansheng Ö 5 5fc ÉË 7: 44
Huang Chuping j§| %j] ^p 44
Wang Yuan 3î jS 45
Baishan Fu fg lil S 48
Ma Mingsheng %BJj£/ Taizhen furen j^m^iA 48
Li Babai f ;\ÏÏ 49
LiA*(SöJ 50
101 In this study the Zhonghua shuju ed. in 10 vols., Beijing 31986, is used. It is
based on the printed Tan Kai WHÈ. ed. of ca. 1567, collated with Chen Zhan's |Sjt
Si (1753-1817) ed. and the Ming manuscript copy from the Shen Yuwen $fc Jß| ~$C
studio (Beijing National Library); it also consulted the Xu Zichang |f g| ed.
(Ming) and the Huang Sheng H H ed. (Qing). Cf. Wang Shaoying, introduction
Taiping guangji, p. 2.
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Biography TPGJjuan: page
LiuAnfJ^ 8: 51
Yin Changsheng H S£ 53
Zhang Daoling ÜH M It 55
LiShaojun102$/>g- 9: 59
Kong Yuanfang JL7C^ 61
Wang Lie 3£fJJ 61
Jiao Xian IE ^fe 62
Sun Deng M S 63
Lu Wenjing Lu Gong g ^ 64
Shen Jian }t Ü 65
HeshangGong)pJ_h£> 10: 66
LiuGenfiJfl 67
LiYiqi^^ig 70
Wang Xing ïÄ 70Zhao Qu Hg 71
Wang Yao 3iìi 72
Taishan Laofu -f? |Jj 3è 1>C 11: 73
WuYanMi& 73
Liu Ping gì] fi 74
Luan Ba Ü E 75
ZuoCi^ji 76
Hu Gong 1^ 12: 80
JiziXunflj^-fJII 82
Dong Feng jjg ^ 83
LiChangzai^^t^ 85
Mao Jun ^ Hi" 13: 87
Kong Anguo ?L5£H 88
YinGuif3-|/i 89
Jie Xiang /M^ 89
102 Although the Ming edition of the Taiping guangji gives no source for Li Shao-
jun's biography, the Taiping guangji text, nevertheless, corresponds verbatim,
apart from a few variants, with that presented in the Xianyuan bianzhu, HY 596,
2.14a, where it is quoted as being taken from the SXZ. In addition, the Then'gao
already assigned a Li Shaojun biography to the SXZ (cf. note 55).
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Biography TPGJjuan: page
SuXiangongft-frfiJji> 90
Cheng Xiangong fà fili £> 92
(Guo Pu |P ïi) 94
(Yin Si p-®) 95
Taizhen furen f^ ijï ^A / Ma Mingsheng Ü BJ ^ 57: 350
MaGu,i,$È 60: 369
Ban Meng Sfjg 61: 382
Ge Xuan ï|^ 71: 441
Ge Xuan U 5£ 466: 3839
Jie Xiang j\ Ifjk. 3839
The Taiping guangji's reliability still has to be assessed. It seems that not
all sources referred to by the Taiping guangji are correctly indicated.
Foster showed that the monk Fa Xi, whose biography is said to be drawn
from the Shiyi ji £? jit f£,103 lived during the Sui dynasty, centuries after
the writing of the Shiyi jiA04 An interesting point is that, according to the
Taiping guangji, the SXZ also contained Guo Pu's $|3 IH biography. Guo
Pu lived 276-324.105 As it does not seem very likely that biographies of
immortals were written during their "lifetime," the SXZ, accordingly,
should have been completed after 324.106 But relying on Zhao Daoyi, who
said that the "Shenxian [zhuan] begins [with] Guang Cheng[zi] and reaches
Feng Junda, [but] downwards it does not extend to the Jin,"107 we ought
to reject Guo Pu's biography as of SXZ origin. The last sentence of this
Taiping guangji vita, saying that the "Jin shu has [his official] biogra¬
phy" 108 may have been added by the compilers of the Taiping guangji and
was not necessarily part of the original vita. But then we also have to reject
103 Taiping guangji 91.603.
104 Lawrence C. Foster, The "Shih-i chi" and its Relationship to the Genre Known as
"chih-kuai hsiao-shuo. " Ph.D. thesis, University of Washington, 1974:97.
105 He has an official biography in Jin shu 72.1899-1910.
106 This is one reason why Sawada thinks that Guo Pu's biography could not have
been in the original SXZ, cf. Sawada, op. cit.: 566.
107 Cf. supra p. 744.
108 SXZap. Taiping guangji 13.95. Also cf. Sawada, loc. cit.
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Yin Si's p- jg, biography, for it mentions the "fifth year of the yuankang
ft M [period] ofthe Jin," i.e. AD 295.109 Based on this argument, at least
the last part of Wang Lie's biography—beginning with you an Shenxian
jing yun X ££ ffi fill M 5; "Additional comment: the Shenxian jing says
..."—has to be repudiated, for it contains the date Jin yongning nian zhong
If- zk $ß ^ tp i-e. AD 301. It seems to be a comment added by a later
hand (by the compilers of the Taiping guangji?). As listed in table 1, the
Taiping guangji has Wang Yuan's as well as Ma Gu's respective biogra¬
phies, the latter in the section presenting female immortals nü xian ff
fill ,110 Interestingly, 90% of it is to be found verbatim—apart from some
variants and the first and the last sentences—in Wang Yuan's vita, where
usually the name Wang Yuan is used, whereas in Ma Gu's biography it is
systematically replaced by Wang's zi Fangping. It does not seem very
likely that the author should have included a legend that is an almost totally
integral part of another one of his collection. Rather, the compilers of the
Taiping guangji might have extracted this part from the Wang Yuan vita
and entered it again as Ma Gu's biography amongst the female im¬
mortals.111
4.2 Yunji qiqian
It is in the Yunji qiqian, "Book-boxes of the clouds [labeled with] seven
slips of bamboo"—indicating the seven groups of collected scriptures—,
(preface written in 1028 or 1029) by Zhang Junfang $1 ^T M112 that we
find, after an abridged version of the Liexian zhuan1^, a SXZ in one
juan A14 Its contents are shown in table 2. Furthermore, juan 28 quotes a
small passage from Zhang Daoling's biography that is not seen in the ver¬
sion of juan 109.115 The whole chapter 28 is a quotation ofthe Ershiba zhi
109 SXZap. Taiping guangji 13.95.
110 Taiping guangji 60 (nu xian 5) p. 369-370.
111 On the Wang Yuan / Cai Jing / Ma Gu-complex, cf. infra, paragraph 8.
112 On the origin of the Yunji qiqian, cf. van der Loon, op. cit. : 33.
113 Yunji qiqian, HY 1026, 108.
114 Yunji qiqian 109.
115 Yunji qiqian 25.5a.
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—
~r A ìn which itself quotes the Sandong zhu 'nang __lM^M-ii6 The
passage in question indeed is to be found on page 8b of juan 1 of the San¬
dong zhu'nang and is identical with it yet drops the latter's reference "juan
5 (of the SXZ)."117 Of much greater importance—and apparently over¬
looked by other scholars—is the fact that juan 86 contains a quotation from
the SXZ (Ling Shouguang's 8 Ä 7*6 biography) and explicitly indicates its
locus as juan 10.
Table 2: SXZ biographies in Yunji qiqian 86 and 109
Biography page
Ling Shouguang 86.11b
Guang Chengzi 109. la
Ruo Shi lb
Shen Wentai 2b
Huang Chuping 3a
Shen Jian 4a
Hua Ziqi 4b
Wei Boyang 5a
Shen Xi 6b
Li Babai 8a
Li A 9a
Wang Yuan 10a
Cai Jing 11a
She Zheng 15a
Sun Bo 15b
YuZi 16b
Tianmen Zi "
Nanji Zi 18b
Huanglu Zi ti
Zhang Daoling 19a
Luan Ba 21a
Liu An 22a
116 Sandong zhu'nang, HY 1131, 7.1a-15a.
117 Yunji qiqian 28.5a.
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Whereas Cai Jing's biography in the Yunji qiqian is presented as a vita in
its own right, it is to be found in the Taiping guangji as an integral part of
Wang Yuan's vita. The Yunji qiqian-version also contains the whole of
Taiping guangjVs Ma Gu biography.118
As the Yunji qiqian also reproduces the Liexian zhuan it might be
interesting to take a brief look at it, also since the Liexian zhuan seems to
have been transmitted consistently from Song-times on119. Covering 48 of
70 vitae (or 69%),120 it not only keeps their relative order as preserved in
the actual text, but also the text itself is—apart from some variants and
omissions—the same.121
4.3 Are these the texts in original length?
Comparing table 2 with table 1 we find 14 vitae occurring in the Taiping
guangji as well as in the Yunji qiqian. It may now be asked whether both
versions of these Lives are identical. A simple count of the number of
characters yields the result shown in table 3.
Table 3: Comparing the Taiping guangji and the Yunji qiqian versions122
Biography char, in TPGJ char, in YJQQ difference
Shen Xi 536 540 4
Shen Jian 212 224 12
Wang Yuan 1620 311 1309
Sun Bo 289 353 64
Zhang Daoling 1305 694 617
Liu An 1488 677 811
Luan Ba 637 209 428
Li Babai 366 373 7
118 Cf. infra, paragraph 8.
119 Cf. Kaltenmark, op. cit.: 4.
120 Omitting, e.g., the most well-known persons such as Laozi, Guanling Yin Xi,
Dongfang Shuo etc.
121 Cf. Kaltenmark, op. cit.: 4.
122 The longer version is printed in italics.
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Biography char, in TPGJ char, in YJQQ difference
Li A 277 228 49
Huang Chuping 315 316 1
Guang Chengzi 195 193 2
Wei Boyang 370 440 70
Tianmen Zi 193 187 6
YuZi 339 349 10
longer
Table 3 is revealing. Only half of the Yunji qiqian biographies, which we
thought of as abridged versions, are shorter than the Taiping guangji coun¬
terparts. Severely shortened by 50% or more are only the longest vitae of
the Taiping guangji, i.e. Wang Yuan, Zhang Daoling, Liu An and Luan
Ba. If we disregard differences of less than two percent, we are left with
four biographies that are substantially longer in their Yunji qiqian version.
We may now ask whether at least the longer Taiping guangji texts
might represent their original size. Peng Zu's SXZ vita, besides occurring
in the Taiping guangji^, is quoted in the Taiping yulan fsi ¥ M K124-
The latter version includes a 12 character sentence that is missing in the
Taiping guangji.
The conclusion to be drawn from these circumstances is that neither
the Taiping guangji nor the Yunji qiqian seem to be showing the texts in
original length, but may be abbreviated to an unknown extent. Other
evidence, too, proves that the Taiping guangji abridges its texts: e.g., the
Taiping guangji version of the Han Wudi neizhuan yü jüj ^ P*9 W has half
the size of its only "quasi-complète" version in the Daozang A25 The Tai¬
ping guangji also contains biographies of Buddhist monks copied from the
Gaoseng zhuan JfJ ßf f$.126 Selecting, e.g., Kang Senghui's Jft fft #
123 Taiping guangji 2.8.
124 Taiping yulan 720.7a.
125 Cf. Kristofer M. Schipper, L'empereur Wou des Han dans la légende taoiste.
Han Wou-ti nei-tchouan. Paris 1965:3.
126 E.g., in its juan 87, 88, and 89 (first part).
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vita12"1 and collating it with the Gaoseng zhuan version128, we find that the
Taiping guangji abridges the text by at least 176 characters, inserts 16 and
changes 57.
A closer examination of the Taiping guangji brings forth further
evidence for Dudbridge's statement "that even the T'ai-p'ing kuang-chi
editors took liberties with their source"129: The excerpt of Ge Xuan's vita,
drawn from the SXZ, in Taiping guangji 466 shows more than 15 variant
and 12 omitted characters compared with the fuller version in Taiping
guangji 71, but has in at least two sentences a better reading than the latter.
At times, the Taiping guangji splits the original Life and includes the in¬
dividual parts into different chapters. One example we have already come
across: the part of Wang Yuan's biography dealing with Ma Gu was copied
as a separate Ma Gu vita into the nü xian ff fiij section.130 To this we can
add the fact that the Jie Xiang pericope in Taiping guangji 466.3839 was
cut off from the Jie Xiang Life in Taiping guangji 13.90 (where this peri¬
cope is no longer to be seen). However, according to the SXZ quotation in
the commentary to Sanguo zhi, Wu shu -Ulf 18.1427E it was an integral
part of the Jie Xiang SXZ vita.
In analogy to the way in which the Liexuan zhuan is treated by the
compilers of the Yunji qiqian we are tempted to postulate, as a working
hypothesis, that, for at least the shorter biographies, the Yunji qiqian might
be the more reliable source, perhaps even preserving the original texts of
the shorter vitae as they were available during the Song.
5. Quotations
The "long" versions of Taiping guangji and Yunji qiqian cover only 70
biographies. Yet, according to the Tang testimonies, the SXZ must have
contained more than a hundred. We therefore have to look for more vitae
among the extant SXZ fragments to be found in a series of sources.
127 Taiping guangji 87.567-570.
128 Gaoseng zhuan, T. 2059, 50.1.325a-326b.
129 Cf. Glen Dudbridge, The Tale ofLi Wa. London 1983:2, concerning the Taiping
guangji's version of the Li Wa zhuan.
130 Cf. infra, paragraph 8.
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Distinction must be made between sources like texts and commen¬
taries on the one hand and lei shu || H on the other, for we must suspect
that lei shu are not independent sources but may copy earlier ones.131
5.1 Pre-Tang
The earliest quotations appear in Pei Songzhi's commentary to the Sanguo
zhi (completed in 429).132 His work preserves three SXZ quotations.133
These are the oldest ones found so far. They will be discussed in more
detail below in paragraph 6.
One sequence of Tao Hongjing's commentary to his Zhen'gao jH
Hr134 seems to be a quotation from the SXZ for it can—although it is
abridged by some 21 characters—be matched with the text in the Taiping
guangji ,135
Four SXZ quotations are to be found in Li Daoyuan's M M ft (d.
527) commentary to the Shui jing 7j<ll. "Classic ofthe water[-ways]", a
work traditionally attributed to Sang Qin H §X of the Former Han describ¬
ing almost fourteen hundred rivers and streams. According to JCC136 in
Nienhauser's (in places problematic) compendium, no early edition of the
Shui jing zhu exists.137 The earliest seems to be the originally gigantic
Ming Yongle dadian 7R ^ f\ Ä138, compiled by Yao Guangxiao felfc jff #
(1369-1415) in 1408, of which only parts came down to us and from which
all available editions of the Shui jing zhu are derived. All four SXZ quo-
131 Cf. infra, paragraph 5.5.
132 Also see p. 738 above.
133 Sanguo zhi, Bona ed. Li Yiqi's vita in Shu shu 2.21b; Dong Feng in Wu shu
4.10a; Jie Xiang in Wu shu 18.6b.
134 Cf. supra, p. 739.
135 Feng Gang's vita, cf. Then'gao, HY 1010, 10.24a.
136 A mistake for "JCS" which then would stand for James C. T. Shu of Tsing-hua
University?
137 Cf. William H. Nienhauser, Jr., ed., The Indiana Companion to Traditional
Chinese Literature. Bloomington, 1986:710-712.
138 On which cf. Wolfgang Bauer, "The Encyclopedia in China", in: Cahiers d'His¬
toire Mondiale, 9 (3), 1966:665-691, esp. 684-687.
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tations139 find—apart from omissions and variant characters—their equi¬
valent in the Taiping guangji texts. For a discussion of the correspon¬
dences, see below, paragraph 6.3.
Also during the Later Wei Dynasty, sometime around 535140 Jia Sixie
m -c,'S §8 (born at the end of the fifth century in Shandong) compiled a Qi-
min yao shu ^g Ü f$j, "Essential techniques for the common people",
apparently the earliest complete extant Chinese agricultural treatise.141
Roughly half of this 10-juan work that was written to instruct the young¬
sters of his family in all things concerning farming, consists of quotations
of earlier works. The SXZ is quoted six times.142 For five of these six SXZ
quotations we have corresponding passages in the respective Taiping
guangji texts which will be discussed below in paragraph 6.4.
In AD 570, a former Daoist but later converted Buddhist monk, Zhen
Luan IH If, presented an anti-Daoist polemic to the emperor, entitled Xiao
dao lun j^Ultra "Treatise on laughing at Dao[ism]",i4?> in which he re¬
fers to a Shenxian xu f$ f[Jj j-f by Ge Hong.144 Zhen's statement that "Ge
Hong, in the introduction to his Shenxian [zhuan] already finds it
strange [namely that "Laozi came to be teacher of the dynasty in every
age," SPB]"145 can't be found in the extant preface (on which more will
139 Feng Jun[da], Shui jing zhu, ed. Sibu congkan, 2.24a; Laozi, 17.13b; Wei
Shuqing, 19.35a; Ling Shouguang, 23.10a.
140 Cf. Joseph Needham, Science and Civilisation in China. Vol. 6, Biology and Bio¬
logical Technology, Part 2, Agriculture, by Francesca Bray, Cambridge 1984:55.
141 Robert F. Campany who is currently translating the SXZ into English has kindly
brought this source to my attention.
142 Dong Feng, Qimin yao shu, ed. Sibu congkan, 4.9aft, Shen Xi, Qimin yao shu
10.5a, Fan furen, Qimin yao shu 10.6b, Jie Xiang, Qimin yao shu 10.7b, Hu
Gong, Qimin yao shu 10.28b, Wang Xing, Qimin yao shu 10.30b.
143 Note that the extant version is no longer the original one, rather it is an "extract
preserved in Guang Hongming ji 9 [144-152] after the original text had been
destroyed by imperial order", cf. Erik Zürcher, The Buddhist Conquest of China.
Leiden 1959, vol. 1:296.
144 Cf. Xiao dao lun ap. Guang Hongming ji, T. 2110, 52.145a.
145 Loc. cit. Tr. Livia Kohn, Laughing at the Tao. Debates among Buddhists and
Taoists in Medieval China. Princeton 1995:61, square brackets added.
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be said below), instead, Ge Hong's own position in view of the Laozi vita
is expressed in that biography.146 Zhen also quotes Shen Yi #C|| (recte Xi
H)'s biography from the SXZ^41. Its text does not exactly match that of
the Taiping guangji (or Yunji qiqian): Whereas the very first sentence is
but a summary (Shen Xi's ascent to Heaven), the bulk of the quotation is
rather a paraphrase of the vita.
5.2 Tang
Two references to the Laozi biography of "Ge Hong's SXZ" are to be
found in Cheng Xuanying's fi£ ~£ IgL 7th cent.) introduction to his Daode
jing commentary.148 As Isabelle Robinet could identify the text of a Dun¬
huang manuscript that can be dated to 626, namely MS P 2353, as part of
Cheng's "Introduction,"149 it can be deduced that his work must have been
written before 626. The text furthermore refers to Ge [Hong's] Baopuzi
which is said to quote a Zhu tao yu zha $k (recte ^) fSBl^L • In fact> this
Zhu tao yu zha reference can neither be found within the received Baopuzi
neipian nor the waipian .15° Yet, in the Taiping guangji version of the SXZ
Laozi vita we see the sentence "the Xi shen zhong tai, and Fu ming bao,
and Zhu tao yu zha ji, [and] Jin pian neijing all say H # 4^ fln Ä fM op ItLÄ^tüBi^^MF^.MWe," after which the text occurs that is quoted
in Cheng's "Introduction."151 MS P 2353 may thus have confounded its
sources.
The Buddhist monk Falin /£ ïftc (572-640), known for his Bianzheng
lun ^if ZE fra (written 626), also wrote a Bianzheng lun shi yujiu zhen pian
146 Cf. SXZ ap. Taiping guangji 1.1. For a partial translation, cf. Kohn 1995:61 n.
18.
147 Op.cit.: 148a.
148 Reconstruction of the text published in the unpaginated "Texte chinois de
l'introduction de Tch'eng Hiuan-ying à son commentaire" at the end of Isabelle
Robinet's Les commentaires du Tao to king jusqu'au Vile siècle. Paris 1977.
149 MS P 2353 was copied during the Tang wude $,'i% period, i. e., between 618-
626.
150 Already observed by Isabelle Robinet, op. cit.: 233 n. 1.
151 Cf. Taiping guangji 1.2.
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M IE ft + Bfu J\ M M in which he quotes the SXZ.152 The last fourteen
characters of the quotation are almost identical with a corresponding pas¬
sage in the Taiping guangji .153
Li Xian ^ jf (651-684), heir apparent under Tang Gaozong, com¬
missioned a commentary to Fan Ye's fg Éjl (398-446) i/o« //a« s/zw f£ 7Ü
H. This contains five quotations from three SXZ biographies.154 All
quotations save the account concerning Zuo Ci can be matched with the
corresponding vitae in the Taiping guangji, although differences such as
omitted, inserted and variant characters are to be seen.
Li Shan ^ |§ (d. 689), member of the staff of the crown prince and
auxiliary scholar of the College for Honouring Worthies, wrote a commen¬
tary (preface dated 658) to the Wen xuan ~% jS> "Selections of litera¬
ture",155 that he submitted to Gaozong (r. 650-683) in which he refers
fourteen times to biographies from the SXZ. The quotations are listed in
table 4.
Table 4: SXZ quotations in Li Shan's Wen xuan commentary
Biography WX locus matches TPGJ/YJQQ156
16.40a +
28.32a +
31.26b +
21.21a +
21.32a +
28.13b +
Ruo Shi
Wang Lie
Wei Shuqing
152 Guang Hongming ji, T. 2110, 52.179a.
153 Taiping guangji 1.1.
154 Laozi, Hou Han shu, ed. Bona, 46.10a; Luan Ba, 47.3a (3); Zuo Ci, 72B.21a.
155 Cf. David R. Knechtges, Wen xuan or Selections of Refined Literature, Vol. 1.
Princeton, 1982:52-54.
156 The following symbols are used: " + " means "it matches" the "long" text,
regardless whether there are variant characters etc.; "-" means "does not match",
i.e., the text cannot be found in the Taiping guangji or Yunji qiqian: " + + "
means "there is more text than can be seen in the Taiping guangji or Yunji
qiqian. "
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Biography WX locus matches TPGJ/YJQQ
WeiShuqing 58.13b + 157
Mao Jun 21.32a + +
Guang Chengzi 22.26a + 158
Liu An " +
30.22a +
31.26a + 159
Liu Gen 28.13b +
Heshang Gong 38.29b + +
Only three quotations of the SXZ appear in the Zhengyi j£ ü commentary
(preface dated 736) to the Shi ji j£ ffg, written by Zhang Shoujie jJH £f|| 160 two SXZ quotations—apart from omissions and variant charac¬
ters—find their equivalent in the Taiping guangji texts.161
In 668, four years after the submission of his memorial against
Daoism, the Buddhist monk Daoshi j|[ tti; finished his encyclopedic work
Fayuan zhulin $; ^e %r W, "Pearl garden of the dharma forest," in 100
sections (pian H) after revising his rough draft over a long time.162 In this
work he included a couple of lengthy quotations from the SXZ: the extract
from the Laozi-v/ta163 represents slightly more than one tenth of what the
Taiping guangji has of it,164 and its quotation of Peng Zu's L//e165 is
roughly one fourth ofthe Taiping guangji version.166
157 Identical with Wen xuan 21.32a (quotation of SXZ Wei Shuqing vita).
158 Entirely identical with the beginning of the Taiping guangji version.
159 Identical with Wen xuan 22.21a (quotation of SXZ Liu An vita).
160 Peng Zu, Shiji, ed. Bona, 40.2a; Laozi, Shiji 61.1a, 61. 2a.
161 Whereas Shiji, ed. Bona, 61.2a differs substantially.
162 Cf. Stephen F. Teiser, "T'ang Buddhist encyclopedias: An introduction to Fa-
yuan chu-lin and Chu-ching yao-chi", in: T'ang Studies 3 (1985): 113.
163 Cf. Fayuan zhulin T. 2122, 53.31.520b.
164 Note that, besides several variants, the corresponding passages of both the Fa¬
yuan zhulin and the Taiping guangji match perfectly.
165 Cf. Fayuan zhulin T. 2122, 53.31.520bf.
166 Again, allowing for abridgements and variant characters, the degree of cor¬
respondence between the Fayuan zhulin and the Taiping guangji is remarkable.
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The famous scholar, calligrapher, sometime President of the Board of
Justice, author of a phonological dictionary (submitted in 777), and ritual
commissionary at court, Yan Zhenqing |§ i|| J/g] (709-784) wrote the text
for a stele, Ma Gu shan xian tanji % #£ |Jj fill ifi 13, "Records of the Altar
of Immortals on Mount Ma Gu," in 771, in which he quotes at some length
from the SXZ.167
Jia Song's jf M Huayang Tao Yinju neizhuan IjË &§ ßtjj H§ g f^j \%,
also compiled during the Tang, quoting Ge Zhichuan's Ge Hong) SXZ,
reproduces one sentence from Zhao Guangxin's v/ta.168
5.3 Five Dynasties
In the preface to his Zhouyi cantongqi fen zhang tongzhenyi JU J| # [W] §§
'ff M M. Ä H169 (epilogue dated 24 October 947)170 Peng Xiao 0 Hi
quotes at some length from the SXZ. But the text of his Wei Boyang
biography is almost entirely different from that of the Taiping guangji. It is
certainly not a direct quotation; rather it may be what he could have
retrieved from memory. Note that Peng's version is reproduced in only
one other text, Zhao Daoyi's Lishi zhenxian tidao tongjian. But there it is
no more than an explicit quotation of Peng's own text. Zhao also mentions
that only Peng had transmitted this version ofthe biography.171
5.4 Yuan
Zhao Daoyi has obviously used a broad variety of sources for his large
collection of biographies.172 Unfortunately, he does not give references for
167 Cf. Tushu jicheng, dian 7: shan chuan, j. 149, yiwen: 2a; Wang Chang's 3£ 3€
Jinshi cuibian & £i 2£ |g§, j. 96; Chen Yuan's |5jf[ Jb Daojia jinshi lue ì|[ %. # Ç
B&, Beijing 1988:154f. and YanLugongjitßMfaWi,^- SBBY, 5.10aff.
168 Cf. Huayang yinju neizhuan, HY 300, 2.14b.
169 HY999.
170 The epilogue is not reproduced in the Daozang edition but can be found in the
Quan Tang wen ^lfxp. 1890.
171 Lishi zhenxian tidao tongjian, HY 296, 13.14b.
172 Zhao Daoyi, op. cit.
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the individual vitae .173 Not knowing whether Zhao had a SXZ at hand or
copied the respective biographies from secondary sources, we refrain from
discussing his potential SXZ fragments.174
5.5 Quotations in lei shu
Lei shu Uli!, "writings [arranged according to] categories," oftenfaute-
de-mieux translated as "encyclopedias," consist to a respectable extent (if
not for the greatest part) of quotations drawn from earlier writings. Yet,
quotations—especially from non-canonical works—are rarely made exactly
word for word.175 Rather, they are abridged in order to present just the
essential point, or they can even be paraphrased. Lei shu are, nevertheless,
important as sources of additional information, particularly on lost works,
but they are obviously only of restricted value for purposes of textual cri¬
ticism.176
As the preconditions for the compilers of the various lei shu were not
the same, the reliability has to be assessed for each lei shu to be used.177
In particular it has to be established which lei shu copied which quotation
from which other lei shu. The core of "independent" quotations then has to
be collated with the best texts of what remains of the "originals," in the
case of the SXZ the so-called "long" versions, which may give additional
hints whether the latter are complete or not.178
173 Although in his appended comments he does mention sources that have a different
version of the just presented biography.
174 Note that Gertrud Güntsch lists 66 vitae that might be of SXZ origin. Cf.
Güntsch, op. cit.: 13-17.
175 Already observed by Ssu-yü Teng and Knight Biggerstaff, An Annotated Biblio¬
graphy of Selected Chinese Reference Works. Cambridge (Mass.), 31971:83.
176 But also cf. Bumbacher, op. cit.: 100-115.
177 In general, the "limits of fidelity" can be estimated when the quotations of a well
transmitted text are compared with its best available edition. By analogy one then
can cum grano salis assume that the text in question was treated with similar
fidelity by the compilers of the lei shu. An example is given in Bumbacher, op.
cit.: 59-70.
178 Systematic application of this procedure to the fragments of the SXZ is still a task
for the future.
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Although quite a small work—160 juan only179
—,
Yu Shinan's Jjttï
j^j (558-638) Beitang shuchao ;jk ^ H ÉK "Excerpts from books in the
northern hall," is a very important source since all the texts it quotes are of
pre-Tang origin. The Beitang shuchao refers 27 times to the SXZ. How¬
ever, one reference is mistaken: An Qisheng's biography180 belongs to the
Liexian zhuan, where indeed the quoted passage can be found.181 It also
contains a fragment of Dong Weinian's JÜ/gSt JE vita. As Dong was a con¬
temporary of Jin Wudi (r. 265-290) we have reason to doubt whether his
Life was indeed in the SXZ.1^2
A comparison between these quotations and the "long" versions
shows that, apart from the excerpts from Jie Xiang's, Liu An's and Dong
Weinian's biographies, all fragments can be matched with the "long" ver¬
sions. However, six fragments have one or two more sentences that cannot
be found in the "long" versions.183 It is worth noting that three quotations
are closer to the corresponding texts in the Yunji qiqian than in the Taiping
guangji ,184
Not long after, in 622, Tang Gaozu ordered the Yiwen leiju f| ~% |g
i^, "Literary [material] assembled by category," to be compiled by Ou¬
yang Xun UK ufi) (557-641), Linghu Defen -%¦ $& (H H and others, which
was finished in 624.185 It quotes the SXZ 51 times. Of these, one is mis-
179 Until Song times, a 173 juan edition coexisted with the 160 juan version.
180 Cf. Beitang shuchao; collated, annotated and published by Kong Guangtao JLJïf
ßlj) in a block-print éd. reçut from a traced Song ed. in 1888 (photographic repr.
Tianjin 1988): 128.10b.
181 Cf. Max Kaltenmark, Le Lie-sien tchouan. (Biographies légendaires des
Immortels taoistes de l'antiquité). Paris 21987:115. However, this mistake is
understandable since An Qisheng occurs as An Qi xiansheng in Taizhen furen's
vita, cf. Taiping guangji 57.351-354 (passim).
182 Cf. Zhao Daoyi's statement, above p. 13. Ge Hong also has Dong in his Baopuzi
neipian, were he is simply called a "daoist" (daoshi) but not an "immortal", cf.
Baopuzi neipian: 15.66.
183 Beitang shuchao 104.3a, 157.12a; 109.6a; 133.7b; 137.10b.
184 Li A, Beitang shuchao 123.6a; Cai Jing, 145.5b; Huang Chuping, 160.17b.
185 The Yiwen leiju shows traces of later interpolations: quotations of eight persons,
who wrote after Ouyang's work was completed, are included. See Wang Shao-
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taken: Xiao Shi has a biography in the Liexian zhuan and the text of this
fragment is in fact to be found in the Liexian zhuan. Seventeen quotations
contain more text than is preserved in the "long" versions, and six out of
eleven fragments that match the Yunji qiqian texts as well as the Taiping
guangji versions have a reading closer to the Yunji qiqian.
Another source, the value of which cannot be overestimated, is the
Sandong zhu 'nang H M %%¦ M. "Bag [containing the] pearls of the three
grottos,"186 written by Wang Xianhe Hif-^öJ (fl. 683) who deliberately
revived the title of a book in 7 juan written on the order of Zhou Wudi by
Wang Yan 3£JIE (b. before 538, d. ca. 604) in the Yuntai monastery MM
Ü of the Northern Zhou capital.187 Although the received Sandong zhu'¬
nang is certainly shorter than the original one,188 it nevertheless still
quotes 29 fragments of 27189 biographies from the SXZ. But at least as
important is the fact that the Sandong zhu'nang also mentions the SXZ juan
in which the quoted vita was to be found.190 Of these fragments not only
can 14 be matched with the "long" versions but 7 show additional text not
seen there. Again, in five instances the quotations are closer to the reading
of the Yunji qiqian than to that of the Taiping guangji.
ying's preface of 1961 in: Yiwen leiju, ed. Shanghai gu ji chuban she, Shanghai
1985, preface p. 17.
186 HY 1131. On this work cf. Florian C. Reiter, "Das Selbstverständnis des Tao¬
ismus zur frühen T'ang-Zeit in der Darstellung Wang Hsüan-ho's", in: Saeculum
33, 1982:240-257; and, more recently, Florian C. Reiter, Der Perlenbeutel aus
den drei Höhlen, (San-tung chu-nang): Arbeitsmaterialien zum Taoismus der frü¬
hen T'ang Zeit. Wiesbaden, 1990.
187 Cf. Yunji qiqian, HY 1026, 85.19b.
188 The Bishu sheng xubiandao siku queshu mu 2.13a. and the Song shi yiwenzhi, ed.
Bona, 4.14b list it in 30 juan. The received version in the Daozang, however, has
10 juan. For more details cf. Stephan Peter Bumbacher, The Fragments of the
Daoxue Zhuan. Critical Edition, Translation and Analysis of a Medieval Col¬
lection ofDaoist Biographies, Frankfurt a.M., New York, 2000:50-70.
189 To these has to be added a quotation wrongly attributed to the Liexian zhuan:
Sandong zhu'nang, HY 1131, 3.27b, Hua Ziqi's biography.
190 Cf. table 5, below.
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Xu Jian ^H (659-729) and other Jixian scholars completed a lei shu
in 30 juan called Chuxue ji ^/Jflfg, "Records for initial learning," "de¬
signed as a basic reference source for the training in belles lettres of the
imperial princes,"191 in ca. 726. The thirty SXZ quotations represent 19
biographies. Twenty-five match the corresponding "long" versions and of
the fourteen that occur in the Taiping guangji as well as in the Yunji qiqian
version, eight are closer to the Yunji qiqian.
Of the fifteen quotations of the SXZ which Bai Juyi ggl (772-846)
includes in his Bai shi Liutie shilei ji fj J3ç A ifó ïfï IIM >192 "Mf- Bai's
collection of matters [arranged according to] classes [under] six labels,"
five are but copies of quotations from the SXZ to be found within the Chu¬
xue ji, some even under the same subject heading. Two of three quotations
are identical with and one is longer than the corresponding quotations in
the Yiwen leiju, but all are entered under the same heading as in the Yiwen
leiju. Two are copies from the Beitang shuchao. Of those four identifiable
quotations that are not copied from earlier lei sah/, 193 three match the
"long" versions.
Wang Songnian's (fl. 908) Xianyuan bianzhu194 has the second larg¬
est "collection" of SXZ quotations, namely 98. He seems to treat his
sources quite fairly: an examination of the Liexian zhuan quotations within
the Xianyuan bianzhu, which cover 62 of the received 70 biographies of
the Liexian zhuan shows that the quoted text is in general the same as the
textus receptus A95
Collating Wang's quotations with those of the previous lei shu one
comes to the conclusion that Wang obviously did not copy other lei shu;
191 McMullen, op. cit.: 219.
192 Ed. Qinpu, Peiping 1933, photolithographic reproduction of a Song ed.
193 This does not necessarily mean that Bai Juyi did have an original SXZ at hand. It
is quite possible that he copied all quotations from previous lei shu, but their
received versions no longer have them, as they may have been lost during the
process of transmission. Or he used lei shu that are now lost. In any case, Bai's
work is only of minor importance for our purposes.
194 Also see above, page 741.
195 Although details do differ: scribal errors as well as variants, inserted and omitted
characters occur. However, the order of the Liexian zhuan biographies is different
from that of the textus receptus.
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instead he must have had access to an edition or a manuscript of the SXZ.
We find 96 biographies quoted, 49 of these match the "long" versions,
whereas 28 have additional texts not seen therein.
The Taiping yulan, "Mirror for the Emperor from the Great Peace
[Period]," ordered by the Song emperor Taizong (r. 976-997) early in
977—the edict being issued in the 3rd month
—, was probably completed
(together with the Taiping guangji) in 982 and presented to the emperor
under its initial tide Taiping zonglei isi ¥¦ $§ %ß,196- It is, however, not
listed in the bibliographical chapters of the Song shi 5j5 $. and thus suffers
the same fate as the two other compendia Taiping guangji and Wenyuan
yinghua ~X 9& Ü W- (ordered in the 9th month of 982, presented 987, but
twice revised: in 1007 and 1009). Taizong appointed the editorial board
and gave orders regarding the sources that ought to be used, e.g., Xiuwen-
dian yulan f|E yç Wi M Ü • Yiwen leiju, Wensi boyao ~% ,§. W- Ic. as well as
concerning the required size: one thousand juan. Having read the opus in
the 11th month 983, the emperor changed its name into the actual title197.
The Taiping yulan, as far as we know, was not printed until after 1023.
The editorial board is said to have consisted of fourteen members directed
by Li Fang ^Efìfj (925-996)198, Li also being responsible for the two other
collectanea. As Haeger pointed out, the remaining thirteen—five of them
do not even have an official biography in any of the standard Song col¬
lections—came "primarily from the middle ranks of officialdom within the
capital."199 But Haeger doubts whether the editorial board actually par¬
ticipated in the editorial work.200
196 The Siku quanshu zongmu tiyao 26:27 has Taiping bianlei.
197 "When the Taiping zonglei was finished, the emperor read three chapters per day;
he completed it in a year's time and gave it the name Taiping yulan", cf. Song
Minqiu's (Song dynasty) Chun ming tui chao lu # SJ ig ^§ $fc 3.14b, tr. John
Winthrop Haeger, "The significance of confusion: the origins of the T'ai-p'ing
yü-lan", in: Journal of the American Oriental Society 88, 1968:402. The same
passage is also quoted by the Siku quanshu zongmu tiyao, loc. cit.
198 Biography in Song shu 265, Dongdu shilue ^ #P^B§ 32, and Wuchao mingchen
yan xing lu S.^^^.W^M 1.
199 Haeger, op. cit.: 403f. The editorial board consisted of Li Fang, Hu Meng, Li
Mu, Tang Yue, Xu Xuan, Zhang Ji, Li Keqin, Song Bai, Xu Yongbin, Chen E,
Wu Shu, Shu Ya, Lü Wenzhong and Yuan Sidao. Later on, Li Keqin, Xu Yong-
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The Taiping yulan is of special interest to us as, 1), it provides the
largest number of SXZ fragments, and 2), it is linked in a sense with the
Taiping guangji which—as we have seen—reproduces "long" versions of
SXZ biographies: all of the men who took part in its compilation except Li
Keqin, Xu Yongbin and Yuan Sidao, were also members of the Taiping
guangji commission. Since they must have had an edition of the SXZ at
their disposal (as they had for the Taiping guangji), there is, therefore,
hope that the Taiping yulan might complement the Taiping guangji.
However, as early as 1903 Paul Pelliot drew the scholar's attention to
a serious problem. He observed that the Taiping yulan cites texts that can¬
not be found within the works it names as its source.201 Furthermore, it
did not escape his attention that the Taiping yulan sometimes quotes a
certain work under a different title than it is cited in other texts.202 In
1959, Nie Chongqi described three different sorts of mistakes that occur in
the Taiping yulan: 1. The Taiping yulan often quotes the same work giving
it different tides, 2. book titles are confused with their content, e.g.,
chapter and section tides. 3. Quotations are attributed to wrong sources.203
This third kind of mistake is also seen in the Taiping yulan's treatment of
the SXZ: four "SXZ quotations" are in fact taken from the Liexian zhuan,
six possible SXZ quotations are incorrectly attributed to the Zhen 'gao, two
are wrongly attributed to the Liexian zhuan, ten to the Daoxue zhuan,204
one fragment is not drawn from the SXZ but must have been copied from
bin and Yuan Sidao were transfered into a different commission. The gap they
left was filled by Zhao Linji, Wang Kezhen and Dong Shun, cf. Nie Chongqi,
"Zhong yin Taiping yulan qianyan", Taiping yulan, ed. Zhonghua shuju chuban,
Beijing 1960:1.
200 Haeger op. cit.: 404.
201 Paul Pelliot, "Le Fou-nan", in: Bulletin de l'Ecole Française d'Extrême-Orient 3,
1903:266.
202 Pelliot, op. cit.: 275. Kang Tai's Funan zhuan, e.g., which is often quoted in Li
Daoyuan's (d. 527) Shui jing zhu under the title Funan zhuan or, sometimes,
Funan ji, is in Taiping yulan 787: passim called Funan tu su.
203 Nie Chonqi, op. cit. : 3. The editors of the 1982 edition of the Yiwen leiju present
further examples of Nie's third kind of mistakes, cf. Yiwen leiju, preface pp. 5-7.
204 Already observed by Chen Guofu, op. cit.: 491-494, passim.
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the Daoxue zhuan, and one should probably be credited to the Wang Shi
Shenxian zhuan 3E 5k 1$ fill fll • Our survey yields 236 SXZ quotations.205
However, 48 are either copied from already existing SXZ quotes, to be
found elsewhere in the Taiping yulan, or they are copied from earlier lei
shu.™
Nevertheless, the compilers of the Taiping yulan thus add fragments
of 35 further vitae. We therefore have evidence of 88 biographies known
to them.207
Thirty-two fragments are to be found in the Shi lei fu || ^g HJ,
"Prose-poem on matters [arranged according to] classes," in 30 juan208,
compiled by Wu Shu J& M209, styled Zhengyi IE M (947-1002). Wu,
originally a man from Danyang, was son-in-law of Xu Xuan ££§£, styled
Dingchen Lffj. g? (916-991), one of the scholars involved in the compilation
of the Taiping guangji. Wu also belonged to the staff in charge of the
editorial work on the Taiping guangji and was one of the members of the
Taiping yulan commission210 as well as being involved in the third major
collectanea of Taizong's reign, the Wenyuan yinghua. The original version
of his Shi lei fu, written in the irregular verse form called fu, consisted of
20 juan. Wu, having presented his work to the emperor, then added a
205 It is nevertheless possible that a systematic search considering all other collections
of biographies that are represented in the Taiping yulan could reveal additional
possible SXZ fragments, by mistake attributed to other sources.
206 Even those fragments that are not obviously copied from other lei shu and that are
to be seen within the Taiping guangji "long" texts show remarkably many dif¬
ferences with the latter.
207 Not 93, because the fragments of five biographies are nothing but copies from
other lei shu. Nevertheless, the compilers of the Taiping yulan, for those SXZ
fragments that cannot be traced to the Yiwen leiju, Chuxue ji or other lei shu,
need not necessarily have relied on the SXZ itself. It is quite possible that they
also copied possible SXZ fragments then to be found in the Xiuwendian yulan and
the Wensi boyao. Yet as both works are lost we cannot compare the texts.
However, there exist at least two collections of remnants of the Xiuwen[dian]
yulan, but I have not seen them.
208 Not 100 juan as is maintained in Nienhauser, op. cit.: 744.
209 Biography in Song shi 183.4746.
210 See note 199.
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commentary at the latter's suggestion. The revised version was divided into
30 juan.2n Unfortunately, the Shi lei Ju is only of minor interest as far as
the SXZ is concerned: all but two SXZ quotations are just copied from the
Taiping yulan, although six are slightiy abridged. One quotation is, slightly
shortened, cribbed from the Chuxue ji,212 whereas the excerpt from Li
Yiqi's biography in Shi lei ju 15.8b cannot be found in any of the extant
earlier lei shu.
Zeng Zao H '|jg compiled a work called Leishuo || f#, "Sayings
[arranged according to] categories," (preface dated 1136)213 which, un¬
fortunately, is notorious for its abbreviations and textual changes.214 As it
not only contains 44 entries in the section called SXZ but also 17 in the
section Liexian zhuan,215 it is tempting to test its reliability versus the
latter. We would expect for the Liexian zhuan-quotations, a), the same
order of the biographies as in the textus receptus, and b), only biographies
that can be found in the Liexian zhuan. The result can be summarized as
follows: not only is the order of the biographies different, but of the 17
entries only 10 can be found in the Liexian zhuan. Ofthe rest, the fragment
of Xu Jue's biography216 is part of Xue Jue's vita to be found in the
Taiping guangji, where it is said to be taken from the Xu shenxian zhuan
K |$ fii] f|| ,217 It does not occur in the Song Liexian zhuan. The same can
be said about the three quotations sub Jin chuang yuji' ÉìJ^zEL/L,218 sub
Yu nü xi tou 31 ff i.% M. ,219 and sub Yu cheng yao que 31 tsSc J§ HU -220 The
211 Cf. Siku quanshu zongmu tiyao 26.2790.
212 Ban Meng's vita, Shi leiju 15.10b. Cf. Chuxue ji 21.9.
213 For the problems of the history and transmission of the text as well as for the
available editions, cf. Glen Dudbridge, op. cit.: 4-6.
214 Cf. Dudbridge, loc. cit.
215 Both are in the third juan of the printed ed. in sixty juan (preface dated 1626) by
Ma Zhiqi E,^.,|S and Yue Zhongxiu ^M^. repr. Peking 1955, Wenxue guji
kanxingshe.
216 Leishuo 3.180.
217 Taiping guangji 40.255. The Sandong qunxian lu H M M fili Ü, HY 1238, 7.16b
quotes the same paragraph but attributes it—like the Leishuo—to the Liexian
zhuan.
218 Leishuo 3.181.
219 Loc. cit.
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cited sentences of Taixuan Nü's biography221 belong to the Niixian zhuan
fr filj fif ,222 and the quotations of Xu zhenjun's223 and Wu zhenjun's224
vitae find their counterparts in the respective biographies in the Taiping
guangji, which gives as reference for both the Shier zhenjun zhuan.225
Thus, neither of our above expectations are met.
Let us now turn to the SXZ as dealt with by the Leishuo. Only 31 of
the 44 entries said to be taken from the SXZ are traceable SXZ quotations.
Of the remaining 13 entries 3 belong to other sources, like the Liexian
zhuan™ or Du Guangting's (850-933) Xianzhuan shiyi filjf$fê"jl227, or
their sources cannot be identified, or the described persons lived after Ge
Hong—like Tao Hongjing (456-536) or Liu Shang (fl. during the Tang).
The quotations of SXZ biographies presented by the Leishuo that also occur
as "long" versions in the Taiping guangji and Yunji qiqian—and that are
correctly assigned by the Leishuo—are, as a general rule, very heavily
abridged, with unseen insertions here and there.
Summarizing these results we can postulate that Zeng Zao did not
have a copy of the SXZ version that was available until the Song on his
desk as it were but either relied on a different and later already
corrupt, edition or quoted from memory and thus mixed up several texts
such as Liexian zhuan, Xu shenxian zhuan, Xian zhuan shiyi, or copied
from secondary sources which were already faulty. The thirteenth century
criticism, blaming the Leishuo for faultiness of its text228, is thus con¬
firmed.
220 Leishuo 3.182.
221 Loc. cit.
222 According to Taiping guangji 59.363.
223 Leishuo 3.182.
224 Leishuo 3.183.
225 Taiping guangji 14.100.
226 The relevant vita is that of Qin Gao, Leishuo 3.186, cf. Kaltenmark, op. cit.:
104.
227 On which see Verellen, op. cit.: 179f. The biographies in question are: Zhou Mu
Wang, Leishuo 3.186, cf. Xianzhuan shiyi JM$-iai& aP- Taiping guangji 2.7;
Wang Cizhong, Leishuo 3.197, cf. Xianzhuan shiyi ap. Taiping guangji 5.31.
228 Cf. Dudbridge, op. cit.: 4.
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The Sandong qunxian lu H M M fiJLl Wi, or "Records of all immortals
of the [Heaven of the] Three Caverns,"229 is the source of 92 SXZ frag¬
ments, scattered within its twenty juan. It was written by a certain Chen
Baoguang fêu Ü jfc, a daoshi of the zhengyi-tradition,2^ who lived at the
beginning of the Southern Song. Its preface is dated 1154.231 This San¬
dong qunxian lu is in a sense connected with the Xianyuan bianzhu: the Si¬
ku quanshu zongmu tiyao says: "... This book picks up and collects the
facts of ancient immortals. It assembles paired sayings of four characters
and itself explains them. It covers the continuation of Wang Songnian's
Xianyuan bianzhu."2^2
The quotations attributed to the SXZ can be divided into five different
categories: a) traceable, b) not traceable SXZ quotations, c) vitae of per¬
sons who lived in an epoch later than the Jin, d) biographies that obviously
belong to works other than the SXZ, e) unidentifiable fragments. Only 45
of the 92 citations, or roughly 49 %, are attested SXZ quotations. It should
also be noted that the Sandong qunxian lu, when quoting from Feng
Gang's vito,233 explicitly refers to the Taiping guangji as its source. The
Taiping guangji, on the other hand, attributes this biography to the SXZ.2^4
At least in this case, the Sandong qunxian lu could not do without ob¬
viously relying on secondary sources. Furthermore, the Sandong qunxian
lu copies four SXZ quotations apparently directly from the Leishuo.2^5
The conclusion to be drawn from these observations is the same as in
the case of the Leishuo: Chen Baoguang, like Zeng Zao, did no longer
have access to the SXZ version that was available until the Song.
229 HY 1238. Boltz translates the title by "On the concourse of transcendents in the
three caverns", cf. Judith Magee Boltz, "Taoist literature. Part 2: Five Dynasties
to the Ming", in: Nienhauser, op. cit.: 157.
230 Op. cit., preface xu: la.
231 Op. cit., xu: 5a.
232 Siku quanshu zongmu tiyao 28:83.
233 Sandong qunxian lu, HY 1238, 3.13a.
234 Taiping guangji 4.24.
235 The respective biographies are: Wang Yao, Ruo Shi, Liu Zheng, and Zhou
Muwang.
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This is not the right place to enter into a discussion concerning the
problems of the transmission of the Shuofu |$ $|S, "The environs of say¬
ings," a congshu credited to Tao Zongyi ß§) ^ fü, styled Jiucheng fi $1
(C.1316-C.1402), of which several manuscripts are extant but none of the
available printed editions are satisfactory.236
Its 7th juan gives three quotations from the SXZ2^1, but all of them
are—apart from a few variants—copied from the Leishuo. Furthermore,
juan 43 reproduces a SXZ comprising its preface and 83 or 84238 "biog¬
raphies." The biographies in most cases consist of the person's name and
his or her native place. In a few instances additional information is given,
like the summons by a king which were subsequentiy declined by the pro¬
tagonist. Only six items are slightly longer.239 It is evident that the Shuofu
can barely be called in for questions of textual criticism. The Shuofu seems
not to have had access to the original SXZ since it does not mention the
Taizhen furen vita at all.240 On the other hand, it provides the earliest
complete version of the preface available to date.241
236 On the transmission of this work, cf. P. Pelliot, "Quelques remarques sur le
Chouo Fou", in: T'oung Pao 23, 1924:163-220; Chang Bide, "Shuofu kao", in:
Bulletin, China Council for East Asian Studies, 1962:1-276, repr. Taipeh 1979;
Peter Zhang and Zhaoying Fang, in: Goodrich and Fang, eds., Dictionary of
Ming Biography, 1368-1644, New York 1976:1270f. Ed. used: Shuofu, comp.
Tao Zongyi, ed. Zhang Zongxiang, in 100 juan, Shanghai 1927.
237 Apparently overlooked by previous scholars.
238 Depending on whether one accepts (like Kominami, op. cit.: 306) Shi Yang's
pericope as a remnant of a Shi Yang vita in its own right, or whether one takes it
as part of the foregoing Xu You vita. Unfortunately, what remains of an eventual
Xu You / Chao Fu vita are only two sentences, cf. Yiwen leiju 89.1537, Taiping
yulan 957.5b and 987.3b, Shuofu 43.20a. None of these fragments mentions a Shi
Yang. So far, Shi Yang could only be found in the Shuoju, loc. cit.
239 I.e., Peng Zu, Baishi xiansheng, Mao Jun, Dongling shengmu, Rong Chenggong,
Ge Xuan.
240 Nevertheless, it has been made use of for the reconstruction of the order of the
biographies within the SXZ, cf. Kominami, op. cit.
241 Note that the Junzhai dushu zhi only quotes beginning and end of the preface.
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6. The relationship between the earliest quotations and the "long" versions
Although we have not found any bibliographical evidence that the trans¬
mission of the SXZ was interrupted between the fourth and the late tenth
century when the Taiping guangji was compiled, we may nevertheless ask
about the relationship between the earliest quotations and the respective
vitae as they appear in the latter.
Before collating the SXZ quotations of Pei Songzhi's commentary to
the Sanguo zhi with the Taiping guangji, let us collate Pei Songzhi's Bao¬
puzi quotations with the received Baopuzi neipian. This may already give
us an idea of how Pei Songzhi treated his sources and what we might
expect when collating his SXZ quotations with the "long" SXZ texts of the
Taiping guangji or Yunji qiqian.
6.1 The relationship between the Baopuzi quotations in the Sanguo zhi and
the received text
Pei Songzhi quotes the Baopuzi three times: in his commentary to Wu shu
3.1162, to Wu shu 15.1379, and to Wu shu 18.1427. Whereas the first and
the last cannot be found neither in the received Baopuzi neipian nor in the
waipian, the second in fact occurs in Baopuzi neipian 5.24:15. The quo¬
tation and the corresponding part of the Baopuzi neipian are presented in a
synopsis.
As can be immediately verified, the quotation is—apart from minor
variations—remarkably precise. We would, therefore, expect that a col¬
lation of Pei Songzhi's SXZ quotations with their Taiping guangji counter¬
parts (none of the three relevant biographies are reproduced in Yunji qi-
qian's one-juan "edition" of the SXZ) should reveal a similar result, if the
latter indeed go back to the original text and are not later forgeries.
Synopsis of Ge Hong 's Baopuzi neipian and its quotation in Pei Songzhi 's commentary
BPZ
SGZc
^^mnmwmiumi
u ^:xb ft piium
^w:
*W;
.** ¦ ÎS. 'ra* Ä/" Iff^fxll ZJ7J&I«•m
BPZ
SGZc
.tb -Œ
EË3 JS
:%DW^
[RjSt^^F^JS^mMlfW
sgzc %7b%im*ùfêM^t)m^R^Am?c&mmmfcihm
BPZ
SGZc
BPZ
SGZc
W II ai-
li-
Synopsis ofthe quotation ofthe SXZ's Li Yiqi vita in Pei Songzhi's commentary to the
corresponding part in the Taiping guangji's SXZ text
TPGj
-^mm^E^ m a mw%z üxWAm-aischar.)
sgzc mix $iä mA& fiSffinzAJE mxft ma
tpgj wi^m mt^mmwzK ft mmmmmm wm.zmmt^
sgzc ^ mt%: ma mmnmm^i. m&zmy,
tpgj ^mmwT^mm& if^-i^tt+ti ib—sgzc i^mmnT^mmm «d^ns&iim+iftB m—tx^
tpgj y.mi¥-AAMiêm.z, nrnm %m T-n
sgzc xmit-AAmmmz, m% ^%î.a ^MêiuiffiM
tpgj wmm-rmnmm^A^ m^^mmmm^m &m
sgzc m m fàWìWtm
TPGJ ^fôà.g'Ë
sgzc te mATjtunmnmfrAAmmzmm^mJci.ftm
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6.2 The relationship between the SXZ quotations in the Sanguo zhi
and the "long" versions
The first SXZ-quotation included in Pei Songzhi's commentary to the San¬
guo zhi is that of Li Yiqi ^MM242 The synopsis of the quotation and
the corresponding part of the "long" version in the Taiping guangji24^
reads as follows (see preceding page).
This synopsis reveals four things. Firstly, Pei Songzhi selected only
one single pericope of Li Yiqi's Life. Secondly, both versions match verba¬
tim for the main part, both thus rely on the same textual tradition. How¬
ever, both abridge their source text, although at different places. Thirdly,
Pei Songzhi did not copy the sentence that Liu Pei gj {jf (Liu Xuande %\\ f£
IH) was taking revenge for Guan Yu's gfl 33 death nor did he include the
information that Liu lost most of his troops as well as all his equipment.
Finally, the Sanguo zhi commentary preserves the sentences saying that
when Liu, due to anger and shame, fell ill and died, "everyone then knew
his (sc. Li's) intention: As to when he had painted a big man and buried it
(sc. the painting), this expressed the idea of Xianzhu's % 3£ (sc. Liu's)
death." This is a fine additional piece of evidence that the compilers of the
Taiping guangji did not reproduce their sources completely.
The second of Pei Songzhi's SXZ-quotations is taken from the Dong
Feng Jrl-fl vita.244 The following synopsis presents it along with the cor¬
responding part ofthe Taiping guangji245 text:
242 Cf. Sanguo zhi, Shu shu D * 2.891.
243 Cf. Taiping guangji 10.70.
244 Cf. Sanguo zhi, Wu shu 4.1192.
245 Cf. Taiping guangji 12.83f.
Synopsis ofthe quotation ofthe SXZ's Dong Feng vita in Pei Songzhi's commentary to
corresponding part in the Taiping guangji 's SXZ text
TPGJ Ü ^# ^tlifÀtó, ••¦ (80 characters)
sgzc < m ^n§mAm>d
TPGJ tt ^ÜX;J'HM5£ f##^?E^E E£B #B#îïf£7M±
SGZc $ W ^ EHBflllAÄ ^
tpgj m ha rtsp* wiz itAmmsgzc
-& urn m iìi7k^z m
tpgj mz m^^&nf m m&wm^uib m&*ä'&
sgzc mz& mmrns m^ m&mm^n tm%>
TPGJ [ZH B 75 fb !§5 (845 characters)
sgzc mammmmmn
This sentence occurs at the end of the quote.
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Again, Pei Songzhi confines himself to quote but a single episode of the
biography. His text clearly belongs to the same textual tradition as the
Taiping guangji version, as is evidenced by the close match, but it is
further abridged. However, both texts complement each other. One might
suggest an emendation of the phrases ffl^£^L rAj^pi^3 ("he gave
[him] three pills of medicine and put [them] into [his] mouth," Taiping
guangji) and ))f — flM > Is!flu ("he took medicine in one pill and gave [it
to him to] eat," commentary to the Sanguo zhi) to J^i, —^H |&|fl!z F*3
P43 ("he took medicine in one pill, gave [it to him to] eat and put [it] into
his mouth"). Pei Songzhi's quotation also may have the better reading j£
kjf IP HfÜ g ("during the space of a meal he then opened his eyes") which is
"substituted" by £5B£ ("after a little while") in the Taiping guangji.
The third and last SXZ-quotation included within Pei Songzhi's com¬
mentary is derived from the Jie Xiang /Ml vita.246 In the Taiping guangji
it is, as we have already seen, split into two parts, the longer occurring in
chapter thirteen,247 the shorter in chapter 466.248 Note that the latter can
no longer be seen in the former—which again is evidence for the fact that
the compilers of of the Taiping guangji shortened their source texts. The
relevant parts of all three are now reproduced in a synopsis:
246 Cf. Sanguo zhi, Wu shu 18.1427.
247 Cf. Taiping guangji 13.89f.
248 Cf. Taiping guangji 466.3839.
Synopsis ofthe quotation ofthe SXZ's Jie Xiang vita in Pei Songzhi's commentary to
corresponding parts in the Taiping guangji 's SXZ texts
TPGji irm% ^TtnmmA&mm&mmw (-) cwi mzmtmit
TPGJ 2 ^#L
SGZc fiüA ftMi ^JtWi^mA
TPGJ 1 fèmmAMihm&ÏÈmmZ m (309 characters)
TPGJ 2
SGZc Wft^ f'f
TPGji sa^h^ ^ia^^st^ss-g-^^^a^Eein^^iTPGJ 2
SGZc J££
TPGJi m ^&mmwmzmmftmm^ ±l^ m
TPGJ 2
sgzc mzm&m&mnwinzmmifr^ m m^ \xmmmz
TPGJi in m ^=rm. rimmmmzmwmranTPGJ 2
sgzc m m m&.m =f ± nmmmmzmmmr^nR
continued:
TPGJ 1 ^^ j|# ...(113 characters)
TPGJ 2
SGZc Itlf
TPGJ 1
TPGJ 2
SGZc
/N
xmmirmmj&m^^AL±^& M ^ÌAlii
TPGJ 1
TPGJ 2
SGZc
TPGJ 1
TPGJ 2
SGZc
.mnz mi¦¦.femzmmnm* mm.
TPGJl
TPGJ 2 W MSr
TPGJ 1
TPGJ 2
SGZc
Jbit mAW& z¦M^-kzw ibfë. mrw z^ì.Bmmi£m%mmimmì-in
continued:
TPGJ 1
TPGJ 2
sgzc mmmbtmHmm^%nmmffifëmftttMi&^fêtt-A£ÀM&+tt
TPGJ 1
TPGJ 2
sgzc zmm-w&mnm!k*fëïïAmBmmik±fênmf£mmBiktA&nm
TPGJl
TPGJ 2
sgzc mmMm±B^f^m^^^nmmAAw^m^^jònm^m^maì^^c
TPGJl
TPGJ 2
sgzc &m%m^*mmmmm¥m^^mtAnmmfàmnmmfòmBm$iB
TPGJ 1
TPGJ 2
sgzc m$miït «jit ìi r
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As can be seen immediately, all three texts, matching each other so
closely, must belong to the same textual tradition. An analysis of this syn¬
opsis yields the perhaps most important result that Pei Songzhi's quotation
matches parts of both Taiping guangji fragments of the SXZ, thus con¬
firming that, firstly, both indeed belong to the same SXZ Life. Secondly,
this too is clear evidence for the liberty the compilers of the Taiping
guangji took to abridge the texts they were including. Furthermore, the
Sanguo zhi commentary presents us with 151 characters of additional text
which is not seen in the "long" version ofthe Taiping guangji.
In conclusion it can be said that, when collated with the Taiping
guangji, the texts of all three quotations are for the greater part to be found
in the latter, although—as expected—abridged and with variants. Only the
last 22 characters of Li Yiqi's vita and the last 151 characters of Jie
Xiang's are lacking in the Taiping guangji.249 In general, the différencies
between Pei Songzhi's quotations and the "long" versions of the Taiping
guangji are of a comparable kind as between Pei Songzhi's quotation of
Baopuzi and the received Baopuzi neipian.250 Nevertheless, the match of
corresponding sentences of Pei Songzhi's SXZ quotations with the SXZ ap.
Taiping guangji cannot be as close as between that of the Baopuzi neipian
and Pei Songzhi's quotation since—as we were able to show—the Taiping
guangji itself abridges and "edits" the texts it reproduces.
6.3 The relationship between the SXZ quotations in the Shui jing zhu
and the "long" versions
For three of the four SXZ quotations to be found in Li Daoyuan's Shui jing
zhu we have a "long" version with which the quotations can be collated.
The synopsis ofthe Ling Shouguang vita may be given as an example:
249 This is an additional hint that the Taiping guangji texts, too, are abbreviations of
the original ones.
250 Cf. Baopuzi [neipian] ap. comm. Sanguo zhi, Wu shu 15.1379, corresponding to
Baopuzi neipian 5.24:15. Note that Pei's three other Baopuzi quotes (ap. comm.
Sanguo zhi, Wu shu 3.1162, and ap. comm. Sanguo zhi, Wu shu 18.1427) cannot
be found in the received Baopuzi neipian and waipian.
Synopsis ofthe quotation ofthe SXZ's Ling Shouguang vita in the Shui jing zhu and the
Yunji qiqian's SXZ text
YJQQ mmytm &mA&^t^$&Jbn^Aiîûm&z%-iin.
sjz nimm mmit sia
YJQQ
SJZ
+ fF3É^7C^E^H-+ISfâ
%MZ\k
YJQQ A %ZÌ£/hM
sjz aw %itnùkm nz
YJQQ
SJZ
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Apart from the fact that the Shui jing zhu abridges the SXZ, both texts
match remarkably well. On the other hand, the Shui jing zhu abridges the
Wei Shuqing Life251 so much that we would rather call it a paraphrase
than a quotation. Nevertheless, more than half of it verbatim matches the
Yunji qiqian version. The same is not true for the Laozi biography.252 The
Shui jing zhu preserves a passage that is no longer seen in the Yunji qiqian
version (fä^BW^ ii^^I^ZMM^ o ^ffBUl^fé#f > fi Z 3è "?" U "til)- The remainder, however, matches almost
perfectly the corresponding Yunji qiqian sentences.
Summing up, it may be said that the match of corresponding sentences
of the SXZ quotations ap. Shui jing zhu with the SXZ ap. Yunji qiqian is so
close that both must have relied on sources that clearly belong to the same
textual tradition.
6.4 The relationship between the SXZ quotations in the Qimin yao shu
and the "long" versions
Jia Sixie quotes the SXZ six times in his Qimin yao shu. Five of these six
biographies have a counterpart in the "long" versions. As a first example,
the SXZ Jie Xiang vita ap. Qimin yaoshu25^ shall be collated with the
corresponding passages in die Taiping guangji254 (see next page).
As expected, the Qimin yao shu abridges its source but preserves
quite well the parts it quotes: Apart from the phrase £g >fL fx sf ff ^
which does not occur in this form in the Taiping guangji, only two variant
characters can be seen, ]\X is used instead of f^, and for iff it has U
The next example is Wang Xing's SXZ biography which is quoted in
the Qimin yao shu255 and has its "long" version in the Taiping guangji256.
The synopsis reads as follows (see overleaf):
251 Wei Shuqing, Shui jing zhu, 19.35a.
252 Cf. Shui jing zhu 17.13b
253 Cf. Qimin yao shu, ed. Sibu congkan, vol. 4, 10.7b.
254 Cf. Taiping guangji 13.89 and Taiping guangji 466.3839.
255 Cf. Qimin yao shu 10.30b.
256 Cf. Taiping guangji 10.70.
Synopsis ofthe quotation ofthe SXZ's Jie Xiang vita in the Qimin yao shu and the corresponding
Taiping guangji's SXZ text
TPGJ ^It..(363 characters)... i^ï_ IkMÄ^g^^fgit^lS^Ä^fÄf
QMYS /M^ -^rÏF/f fi^hKi-^ B
TPGJ •^^^il5tÄ#rPia^^^»BZflj!ItiimKmAMMmWM#^ltbÖvi
QMYS
tpgj mmmit^mmk^ mm^rnttmiz
QMYS m^^nm mm^
TPGJ Ütt^ iWfg^E® iP^B^HJEQMYS mm. mmm^^mw m. zixu^m^ns
tpgj pjfii^w ^^fiz^fâm^M^ni %m fê^i^Bt
QMYS u m^^fvf^ ^mz'&~£mm mwtm m
tpgj — «r^5
QMYS
-ft ff
Synopsis ofthe quotation ofthe SXZ 's Wang Xing vita in the Qimin yao shu and the corresponding
Taiping guangji's SXZ text
tpgj ïmmmm A&mmn^TbK^&T^nëmmmm m&
QMYS ïifin Am m^rn
tpgj mAm^m&mnmm^Miufflmmm&nm®. tiwQMYS &jg,
tpgj n&mm itm ma^mp^^asì^ì^w mw^éQMYS ^tBslT S M ?fMïïnfô£fiI]AEmA£iA iÜMÄeW
tpgj c±me-^-Aii5^Tj^si^ sâi^^fô^^^^WAFif^E
QMYS s±Efr-^ip^m m^è^^^^s^^h
tpgj mtmmm m&^'&^&zn vx mmnmz
QMYS mt & s^# mtmmn 7b
tpgj mr.%. w ftm^fc m±m'i&'g%mmmmxmï
QMYS m&z mm 7b ±
tpgj Awmmm Tbu mz ^,t Mt#s^
QMYS sg ^jh m£xm±
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Less abridged than the previous Jie Xiang vita, again the Qimin yao shu
preserves quite well the parts it quotes. The variants include ^g jUj,
"[Mount] Songgao", instead of ^ ill, "Mount Song." Whereas both
names refer to the same mountain, the former is the older name. More
important is the phrase iÊr fl M. A ¦&, "lama person from Jiuyi," for
which the Taiping guangji reads H fi g| Z W til » "I am the spirit (or:
god) of [Mount] Jiuni." Jiuni is certainly the better reading than Jiuyu, but
one would think that the Qimin yao shu makes better sense for the
following phrase ^J^B[|£il^È.Èfc5|5$;ïf, " [if] one can eat it, one can
live long; therefore I came [to] fetch [it], that's all," (Taiping guangji) is
less likely to be uttered by a spirit or god ^$ than by a fiJj A "transcen¬
dent" being. For ££5 ("fetch [it], that's all") the Qimin yao shu has %&Z
("fetch it"), for Ü (If g. 0 ("he turned his head towards the officials in
attendance and said") the Qimin yao shu reads fff f# [5 E3 ("he told the
officials in attendance:"), for j| f$ sfi f£ ("he was aware of being melan¬
cholic and not cheerful") the Qimin yao shu has jff fcü ("he was grieving"),
then 7b is used for jH (Taiping guangji), jl for H (Taiping guangji), and
1^ for f# (Taiping guangji).
A further example is Hu Gong's SXZ Life257 (see next page). Apart
from the beginning of the passage, which in the Qimin yao shu is para¬
phrased, and allowing for its abridgements, both passages clearly must
derive from sources that belong to the same textual tradition. The varia¬
tions are: %. A for M (Taiping guangji), H — f$ tt for 15 — # tt (Tai¬
ping guangji), pJ |f for \X tt If (Taiping guangji), and ff H for fg Z
(Taiping guangji). The major difference is the phrase %. A M. lit tt > H
J§ M ("family members saw this [piece of] bamboo, [and] that [was]
Fang's corpse") which in the Taiping guangji reads: ^AMME^E o M
^... ("family members saw that Fang was already dead. [His] corpse lay
on the bed ..."). Note that the Qimin yao shu is a good example for f3 %%,
whereas the Taiping guangji version, which has the corpse facing the
bamboo staff, seems to be less plausible.
257 Cf. Qimin yao shu 10.28b and Taiping guangji 12.80.
Synopsis ofthe quotation ofthe SXZ's Hu Gong vita in the Qimin yao shu and the corresponding
Taiping guangji's SXZ text
tpgj istïz^^^j mwêxm mQMYS ...ffi&SXIäÄSJffÜSM H MA
tpgj g^m^mi- &b£ïï Tbw-mtfömm mz sipmt
QMYS £ & 7j»-Wtt $ BUJäJ
tpgj ^f^i5j fg^j^itbtÄ iipf/t %km%£i&&m mwj>
QMYS m nm&ifu mm ^muxm^mm mm
TPGJ iE^E ^^7i[R]ttfi^75 mnwz-
QMYS ifbtt^M H 9SîÈ?t3I
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When collating Dong Feng's SXZ biography as quoted in the Qimin yao
shu25% with its Taiping guangji counterpart259 and Shen Xi's SXZ Life as
quoted in the Qimin yao shu26Q with both its Taiping guangji261 and Yunji
qiqian262 counterparts we obtain similar results.
In conclusion we may say that the texts of the early SXZ quotations to
be found in sources of the early fifth to the early sixth century not only can
be seen in the "long" versions of the Taiping guangji of the late tenth cen¬
tury or Yunji qiqian of the early eleventh century—although abridged and
with variants—but occasionally preserve passages that are no longer extant
in the "long" versions. This clearly indicates that the textual tradition
within this period was a continuous one.
If, then, the SXZ and the Baopuzi neipian were written by the same
author, Ge Hong, we may now ask whether there are any correspondences
between these two texts. A negative result would not come as a surprise as
both texts belong to different genres—the former can be assigned to
"collections of biographies" whereas the latter may be characterized as a
"philosophical" treatise (although dealing with the rather "unphilosophi-
cal" topic of immortality). Collections of biographies may simply arrange a
series of already existing biographies, originally written by different
authors, and more or less preserving the original wording. Philosophical
treatises certainly represented the author's own wording except eventual
quotations (marked as such or unmarked) from other works. A positive
result, on the other hand, may be considered a rather strong argument for
the likelyhood that both texts are indeed the product of the same author.
258 Cf. Qimin yao shu 4.9af.
259 Cf. Taiping guangji 12.83.
260 Cf. Qimin yao shu 10.5a.
261 Cf. Taiping guangji 5.36.
262 Cf. Yunji qiqian, HY 1026, 109.6b.
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7. The relationship between the SXZ and Ge Hong's Baopuzi neipian26?1
After having established a provisional critical edition of all fragments of
the SXZ I was able to locate so far, I compiled a complete concordance and
compared it with K.M. Schipper's concordance of the Baopuzi neipian264.
The result was that, indeed, there are a few instances where parts of the
SXZ correspond verbatim with parts to be found in the Baopuzi neipian.
These correspondences include a passage that appears both in the
Peng Zu fé fi vita of the SXZ and in chapter three, fsj- {§ "Rejoinder to
popular [conceptions]", of the Baopuzi neipian. They also include the SXZ
biographies of Li A $ (KJ, Zhao Qu $8 |f and Chen Anshi |$H $ tË that
find their counterparts in the Baopuzi neipian.
The Peng Zu case may serve as the first example. The relevant pas¬
sages of both his SXZ biography265 and of the third chapter of the Baopuzi
neipian266 are presented in a synopsis (see next page). The correspondence
is striking. Whereas the Baopuzi passage appears in a paragraph where Ge
Hong talks about what his teacher had told him about those who had
attained immortality,267 the SXZ passage is part of an answer Peng Zu
gave to the female immortal Cai Nü tR ff when she asked what sort of an
immortal Mister Qing Jing ff W 9t Qi was- Peng Zu's reply is a long
monologue listing various forms of immortality first and then describing
his own life. The passage in question in fact is the beginning of Peng Zu's
self-description.
263 An earlier version of this paragraph was presented to the European Association of
Chinese Studies, Edinburgh Conference, September 10-13, 1998.
264 Cf. Kristofer M. Schipper, Concordance du Pao-p'ou-tseu nei-p'ien, Paris 1965.
265 Cf. SXZ ap. Taiping guangji 2.8-11.
266 Cf. Baopuzi neipian 3.11.
267 Ware p. 65.
Synopsis ofthe relevant passages ofthe SXZ's Peng Zu vita and the Baopuzi neipian
BPZ fitZl^iZlI^Altìsxz mmm^^ftzm^Ammmm ^^mtm^mitmm
BPZ
SXZ ^mw^^M.ûZB'ù^mittB
A
A
Jiff:
mm,
BPZ
sxz
ëmm ,11=1, Ar/r-If HP
BPz ì^mm^mmm^Mm^m^s.^'am^t^mm^m^mmTbMmn
sxz wLmm^mm9innmnmtt&^&^^ì&m^&&^mm7b~ainn
Synopsis ofthe relevant passages ofthe SXZ's Li A vita and the Baopuzi neipian
BPZ
SXZ
BPZ
SXZ
BPZ
SXZ
BPZ
SXZ
BPZ
SXZ
^rAW^W \A milt^ZT^
nznj&^m%mwLmmnmm&£mm^AMtoffi±
mmwmmmiz&Mm&mm&fômmm'Ê^m m mmmm^
fömwmmwiü&Mm&^m&ffcmm- tb^t^:¦ â a 'S mîfr'Bmwf
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Turning now to the other examples of correspondences between the SXZ
and the Baopuzi neipian we will find the same phenomenon: The relevant
passages match verbatim, as can be seen in the synopsis (see preceding
page), reproducing the beginning of SXZ's Li A vita268 and a passage from
chapter nine, MM "The meaning of the dao," of the Baopuzi neipian269.
The Baopuzi neipian passage is embedded in an argument for Ge Hong's
conviction that ghosts have no power and therefore sumptuous sacrifices
ought to be forbidden. He names the cult of a Li family as the origin of
such offerings, with Li A as the person who stood at its beginning. Li A is
then described, as to be seen in the synopsis above, before Ge Hong turns
to a certain Li Kuang whom people mistakenly regarded as none other than
Li A.270 As in the previous example, the result is astonishing: Where both
texts match, they do so verbatim with only minor variants.
The next example occurs in chapter eleven of the Baopuzi neipian,
entitled fnj H "The immortals' medicines," in which Ge Hong discusses
various recipes and medicines and then gives examples of people who
benefited from consuming them. After referring to an episode his late
grandfather had witnessed that illustrates the positive effects of cinnabar,
he presents the case of Zhao Qu ^g H ,271 Zhao Qu, on the other hand,
has a biography in the SXZ. Again, the relevant passages are given in a
synopsis (see next page). Although the SXZ account itself is longer (in the
synopsis marked by "...") and even though the Baopuzi neipian narrative
contains parts that are also not seen in the former, the verbatim match of a
substantial portion of both texts is quite remarkable.
268 Cf. SXZ ap. Taiping guangji 7.50.
269 Cf. Baopuzi neipian 9.39.
270 Cf. Ware 1966:158.
271 Cf. Baopuzi neipian 11.50, Ware 1966:192-194.
Synopsis ofthe relevant passages ofthe SXZ's Zhao Qu vita and the Baopuzi neipian
BPZ
SXZ
BPZ
SXZ
BPZ
SXZ
BPZ
SXZ
BPZ
SXZ
èXllIf mmm^-ïKinZT^M^^i
At-Ëf--Ä- :
mmmz
mit
mmw
DP si
&4tflfê'
mm^^zfm±MA^n mm
^t-m&a mz \k
-¥» itg Oi ^-.tlSli
^#
WfiliA ...*¦••
WHÀ-U-75Êfê&£
î Z^lfiC
:±^ Jt
.aw rnzfifa n
:A ÖF3 7E. jH^ae;^
mzmmm
»If
BPZ
SXZ
BPZ
SXZ :i*j mm
continued:
BPZ
SXZ
BPZ
SXZ
BPZ
SXZ
BPZ
SXZ
BPZ
SXZ
X&JE@±W*$£- ^JüffiIE -A:
¦ A:m^micn n,@±w
-as =K75^^m
irk-^aSAM$nA^HüS± attuili
W/ft$S^£ÀfôHHfï¥Ê*n/.h m 75 Afë» ili £&S^li^AP^HHtâ^^n Ä-?llfe A il
m-
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Additional, but perhaps less spectacular, examples include the SXZ vita of
Chen Anshi |^$tï272 which corresponds verbatim with a small passage
in the Baopuzi neipian27?, as the synopsis shows (see following page). In
this case, too, the match is quite close. However, all examples discussed
share the fact that the SXZ versions are longer than the Baopuzi neipian
parts. This is interesting and calls for a discussion: If both versions were
identical, or if the SXZ versions were shorter than the Baopuzi versions,
we would have to take into account the possibility that the SXZ versions
were simply copied from the latter. Since, however, quite the opposite is
true, the Baopuzi cannot have served as the SXZ's source. On the other
hand—given the verbatim correspondences—both texts must have relied on
the same source. If Ge Hong—as his autobiography says—compiled the
SXZ before the Baopuzi, he did not have to feel obliged to completely
repeat the SXZ biographies in his Baopuzi as he already had given them in
extenso in the SXZ.
In the Baopuzi neipian the following sentence is to be found: PH Ü [
mM±,sm]...mmm&ftmmn& mwmmmm*^ m
BPfj^UmZniììi^mX-^A S^^m,274 which in Ware's trans¬
lation reads:
Master Yin [Changsheng, SPB] composed poetry and also a eulogy on the
Taiqing dan jing. In the preface to the latter he gives a very clear account of his
early studies of the divine process under a teacher and of his forty-odd
acquaintances who also attained geniehood.275
The extant fragments of SXZ's Yin Changsheng vita not only corroborate
his authorship of poems, as it is said X^ftHE > IXttffîïfe "he also
wrote three pieces of poetry in order to proclaim [his] future",276 but the
three poems are even quoted in full.277 The Baopuzi account that Yin also
composed a "foreword" Ff to the [Taiqing] dan jing which he had received
272 Cf. SXZ ap. Taiping guangji 5. 37.
273 Cf. Baopuzi neipian 14.62.
274 Cf. Baopuzi neipian 4.16.
275 Ware 1966:81, Romanisation adapted to Pinyin.
276 Cf. SXZ ap. Taiping guangji 8.55.
277 Loc. cit., translated in Güntsch 1988:132-134.
Synopsis ofthe relevant passages ofthe SXZ's Chen Anshi vita and the Baopuzi neipian
BPZ m^cW ^+ hissxz Sc ^c itiglia m m. mu^z^x-n
BPZ
SXZ
11» M- fâ
BPz mm^T^m
sxz mm^
mm*zm&
7b mm^-zm
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from his teacher Ma Mingsheng is confirmed by a subtantial quotation of
this preface in the SXZ, introduced by Hf f| g f& 7c. "Master Yin's own
preface states."278 Güntsch, not realizing that both characters j^ (xu) and
j$L (xu) are often interchanged with each other, mistranslates the sentence
as "Herr Yin selbst berichtet."279
It is worth mentioning that the Baopuzi neipian at times gives a sum¬
mary of a biography to be found in the SXZ. One example is Baopuzi nei¬
pian 11.48 where it is said that Wei Shuqing's son together with a Han
court emissary were not only able to get Wei's casket containing the recipe
for an immortality pill but also, after preparing the substance and ingesting
it, ascended together as immortals. The Baopuzi account uses partially the
same wording than the SXZ.2^
Another aspect deserves to be mentioned. Into the SXZ Laozi vita are
integrated several comments. The first281 begins with
mmiw^ ¦ mixm-
Ge Zhichuan (i.e. Ge Hong) says: Hong (i.e. Ge Hong) considers that...,
the second282 has:
Hong (i.e. Ge Hong) holds that [the three books] Xi sheng [jing], [Laozi] Zhong
tai [jing], Zhutaoyuji jinpian neijing all say the following
Similarly, in Yin Changsheng's ü£ü3e. biography we find the phrase283:
mtfT-m : m^ymm^zm -.
Baopuzi says: Hong (i.e. Ge Hong) has heard that the book such-and-such says
the following
278 Op.cit. 8.54.
279 Güntsch 1988:131.
280 The Baopuzi pericope is translated in Ware 1966:187. Wei Shuqing's vita is to be
found in SXZ ap. Taiping guangji 4.28-30, tr. Güntsch 1988:229.
281 Ci. SXZ ap. Taiping guangji 1.1.
282 Cf. SXZzp. Taiping guangji 1.2.
283 Cf. SXZap. Taiping guangji 8.54.
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In his Baopuzi neipian Ge Hong never uses the name Hong, for the whole
work is written as a dialogue between an anonymous questioner and Master
Baopu. Since the reader knows that the name 'Master Baopu' refers to the
author Ge Hong, he can himself bring both in relation to each other. On
the other hand, in another important work of Ge Hong's, in his Baopuzi
waipian, the name Hong is mentioned no less than 48 times whenever the
author wants to refer to himself. The self-reference used by the compiler of
the SXZ is, therefore, the same as the one used in the Baopuzi waipian
whose authorship is considered authentic.
8. The Wang Yuan/Cai Jing/Ma Gu-complex
One of the specific problems we are confronted with when dealing with the
fragments of the SXZ is that of the limits as it were of individual biogra¬
phies. Which vitae that now appear as different Lives in sources such as,
e.g., the Yunji qiqian or the Taiping guangji were originally an integral
part of another one? Are the Lives as they appear today but "artefacts"
created by the compilers of our sources? One example shall be examined in
the following.284
As we have already seen, the Yunji qiqian has both a Wang Yuan
biography285 and a Cai Jing vita286, the latter immediately following that
of Wang Yuan. The Taiping guangji, on the other hand, has no Cai Jing
Life but its version of the Wang Yuan vita281 is roughly five times longer
than that of the Yunji qiqian. How is this to be explained? The Yunji qiqian
account of Wang Yuan's biography opens as expected: Wang's name, his
style and his native place are given as well as the various posts of his civil
career. Two longer pericopes follow, the first one narrating how Wang, on
284 Another very important problem is that of the Ma Mingsheng / Taizhen furen-
complex, including the question whether or not the Taizhen furen vita was
originally contained in the SXZ. Cf. Bumbacher, op. cit.: 369-384. As this topic
deserves a detailed argument and space here is limited, I shall treat it in a separate
article.
285 Yunji qiqian, HY 1026, 109.10aff.
286 Cf. op. cit. 109.11af.
287 Cf. Taiping guangji 7.45ff.
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imperial command, was brought to the capital but enraged the emperor by
writing a prophecy on the palace gate. In the second we learn that a certain
Chen Dan and his family took care of Wang and nourished him for more
than forty years before Wang apparently underwent a "release by means of
a corpse." The narrative then goes on to say that he moved towards the
east and made a halt in Cai Jing's household at the gate of the capital of
Wu. Here the account ends. No information is provided what happend in
Cai Jing's family nor how Wang's earthly life ended, if it ended at all.
Precisely at this point in the Yunji qiqian Cai Jing's own biography begins.
We would expect that Cai is first introduced with his style and native place
and then a few things about his early life might follow. This, however, is
not the case. Rather, it is said that Wang Yuan, recognizing that Cai Jing's
physiognomy was that of an immortal, utters a prophecy to the effect that
Cai Jing would one day truly become an immortal. Then Wang leaves. The
bulk of the remainig narrative deals with Wang's return to the Cai family
and describes the banquet prepared for him at this occasion. During this
party the female immortal Ma Gu also arrives and takes part in a con¬
versation with Wang and Cai. Thus the break the Yunji qiqian makes in the
Wang Yuan vita by introducing a new heading which indicates that a
different biography, that of Cai Jing, is now beginning seems to be an
utterly artificial one, made by the editors of the Yunji qiqian, that makes
neither sense as far as the overall narrative structure is concerned nor—in
view of the Cai Jing "Life"—in terms of how a biography is usually
formally introduced. This hypothesis is confirmed by textual evidence. The
Taiping guangji which was, as we have seen, compiled roughly half a cen¬
tury before the Yunji qiqian has the Cai Jing pericopes as an integral part
of the Wang Yuan biography without any interruption. No separation as
between the last sentence of Yunji qiqian's Wang Yuan vita and its
following Cai Jing biography is to be seen in the Taiping guangji.
On the other hand, the Taiping guangji has both this Wang Yuan
biography and—in the nü xian fr fili section—a Ma Gu Life288. Güntsch in
her German translation of the SXZ already observed that "Ma Ku's Bio¬
graphie hat grösstenteils den gleichen Wortlaut [as that of Wang Yuan,
SPB]."289 In fact, almost ninety percent of this Ma Gu biography are to be
288 Cf. op. cit. 60.369.
289 Cf. Güntsch, op. cit.: 209 n. 2.
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found verbatim within Wang Yuan's Taiping guangji vita (apart from the
very first sentence, the usual variant readings and omissions). The last
roughly ten percent of the Ma Gu Life are an adaptation of the cor¬
responding part in Wang Yuan's Taiping guangji biography. From this we
can conclude that the editors of the Taiping guangji felt obliged to copy the
relevant pericopes from Wang Yuan's vita and to enter them again as a
separate Ma Gu biography. One reason for this may have been that, at the
time when the Taiping guangji was compiled, local cults for Ma Gu not
only already existed but were probably quite well-known: The Yi yuan S
IE, "Garden of Oddities," attributed to Liu Jingshu %\\ ffc 7$290, written
after AD 437291 but before 471, talks about a lake-side shrine in the Dan¬
yang district that was, as early as during the Qin (249-207 BC), dedicated
to a Lady Mei Gu $| fâ or Ma Gu.292 There was even a mountain named
after Ma Gu, as the title of Yan Zhenqing's ff fi HP (709-784) stele Ma
Gu shan xian tan ji Jffi fä il filj ig fg, "Records on the altar of immortals
on Mount Ma Gu", written 771293, shows, which itself quotes the relevant
parts of Wang Yuan's SXZ vita294 (interestingly, the pericopes used are not
precisely the same as the compilers of the Taiping guangji selected for
their "separate" Ma Gu SXZ-biography). Another reason may have been
that the compilers of the Taiping guangji wanted to enlarge their section of
female immortals.
Summarizing we can say that originally the SXZ contained a Wang
Yuan vita which, for unknown reasons, was later split into two: on the one
hand into a Wang Yuan and a Cai Jing biography by the compilers of the
Yunji qiqian and, on the other, the editors of the Taiping guangji selected a
part of it and entered it as a separate Ma Gu Life into the nü xian section.
290 D. during the Song taishi period, i.e. 465-471. Cf. Lu Xun U gl, Zhongguo
xiaoshuo shi lue 4> H|'lï££B&. Beijing 1973:34.
291 Date mentioned in Yiyuan, ed. Xuejin taoyuan, 3.7a.
292 Yiyuan 5.1, cf. Hisayuki Miyakawa, "Local cults around Mount Lu", in: Holmes
Welch and Anna Seidel, op. cit.: 86.
293 Sixth year of the [Tang] daii era.
294 For a French translation, cf. Edouard Chavannes, "Le jet des dragons", in: Mé¬
moires concernant l'Asie orientale 3, 1919:53-126, especially pp. 104-108.
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9. The Ming editions
While the SXZ was lost during the Southern Song, three editions of the
SXZ, each in ten juan and each giving Ge Hong as author, suddenly
appeared towards the end of the Ming dynasty within a period of less than
seventy years. The first two, to be found in the Guang Han Wei congshu
JH Ü tfê ïî Hr and the Yimen guandu H H Jjf Kff, were published during
the wanli period (1573-1620). The third one was printed during the chong-
zhen period (1628-1644) by Mao Jin ^# (1599-1659) in his Jigu ge $k^
Hed.
A few preliminary words must be said about the current editions.295
None of them goes further back than the middle of the Ming dynasty. None
of these includes more than 94 biographies. The suspicion that the "Han
Wei congshu edition"296 is a rifacimento has been expressed by the editors
of the Siku quanshu zongmu tiyao: they came to the conclusion that the
SXZ biographies it contained were copied from the Taiping guangji.29'1
Our investigation has revealed that for those SXZ lives that are not con¬
tained in the Taiping guangji the Ming editors relied on other sources, such
as the Taiping yulan298 or the Lishi zhenxian tidao tongjian299. They even
295 It is not my intention to discuss them in detail. As for the purpose of a critical
edition one will have to rely on the "long" texts and the collected fragments. For
a more detailed discussion of the editions concerned, cf. now Penny, op. cit.:
178-187.
296 The Siku tiyao speaks simply of the "Han Wei congshu. " The congshu bearing
this title and having been published during the Ming wanli period did not contain
the SXZ. Therefore, either the Guang Han Wei congshu, published in 1592, or
the Zengding Han Wei congshu, published during the Qing ganlong period (1736-
1795) must be meant, the former being the more likely one.
297 Siku quanshu zongmu tiyao 28.3050.
298 This can easily be verified by comparing the extant fragments of, e.g., the
biographies of Huang Ziyang Jf -?- $% (note that the SXZ, ed. Daozang jinghua,
has Dong Ziyang j!), Dongguo Yannian ^f|5M^. Dai Meng WimL'-
a) Dong Guoyan, the extant fragments identified so far are: Sandong zhu'nang,
HY 1131, 8.5b, Xianyuan bianzhu, HY 596, 3.11b, Taiping yulan 38.6a and
747.7a, Sandong qunxian lu, HY 1238, 3.14b. Of these, Taiping yulan 38.6a is
identical with SXZ, ed. Daozang jinghua, 10.43b;
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went so far as to include a biography that is nowhere attested as having
been part ofthe SXZ. 300
In his study on the SXZ, Fukui,301 too, concluded that "today's SXZ"
is not the old text. His main arguments were: 1) the )«a«-numbers to which
the vitae are assigned differ between the Tang version, as attested by the
Sandong zhu'nang, and the "modern" edition, 2) the Sandong zhu'nang
still has biographies that are now absent, 3) the vitae reproduced m juan 10
of the "modern" editions are extremely short and do not accord with the
style in which the other biographies are written302. Sawada adds the ob-
b) the fragment of Huang Ziyang's vita is to be found in Taiping yulan 662.4b
and is identical with SXZ, ed. Daozang jinghua, 10.43b;
c) the identified Dai Meng fragment is Taiping yulan 663.4a which is identical
with SXZ, ed. Daozang jinghua, 10.43b.
299 The following examples may suffice to illustrate the point:
a) Five fragments of Gan Shi's SXZ biography are extant, they are to be found in
Yiwen leiju 81.1384, Xianyuan bianzhu, HY 596, 2.18b, Taiping yulan 40.1b and
989.1a, and Shuofu 43.21a. Yet none of these is used by the Ming editors of the
SXZ, instead they verbatim copied Gan Shi's vita from Lishi zhenxian tidao
tongjian, HY 296, 12.12b, where no source is mentioned.
b) Similarly, Li Shouguang's account (SXZ ed. Daozang jinghua 10.42a) is
copied from Lishi zhenxian tidao tongjian, HY 296, 12.9bf, whereas the attested
SXZ fragments, namely Shui jing zhu 23.10a, Xianyuan bianzhu, HY 596, 3.11a,
Taiping yulan 669.6a, Yunji qiqian, HY 1026, 86.11b, Sandong qunxian lu
1.11b, and Shuofu 43.20a, were not taken into consideration.
300 Ping Zhongjie's vita, reproduced in the SXZ, ed. Daozang jinghua, 10.42bf., is
verbatim taken from Lishi zhenxian tidao tongjian, HY 296, 17.8a (where no
source is provided). This vita is also found in the Sandong qunxian lu, HY 1238,
6.17a, where the source is given as Zhen'gao! Note that within this piece the date
AD 345 is mentioned which—too—speaks against Ge Hong's authorship of this
vita.
301 Fukui, op. cit.
302 The reason for this is simple: we have found that the Ming editors have—at least
in some instances—included fragments as reproduced in the Taiping yulan which,
as is typical for leishu like the Taiping yulan, may be abridged to a large extent
and thus tend to be rather short.
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servation that there is a discrepancy between the 92 persons of some
"modern" editions and the 117 testified by Wang Songnian.303 Kominami
takes the Guang Han Wei congshu as the origin of the "modern" editions,
from which the Zengding Han Wei congshu if| /f[ yj| fjt ü H, the Longwei
bishu, and the Shuoku depend. The Yiyuan junhua jg ^ Jfjf ijl edition,
which has a SXZ in 5 jwan, belongs to the same tradition but lacks the
second half.3°4
The other "modern" edition, which—at a first glance—seems to be
different from the Guang Han Wei congshu edition, namely Mao Jin's Jigu
ge edition305, is preserved in the Siku quanshu collection.306 It contains
the biographies of eighty-four immortals. The most obvious difference
between the Jigu ge and the "Han Wei congshu"-tradition is the different
order in which the biographies are presented. Apart from three cases
where the order of two subsequent biographies is reversed, Mao Jin fol¬
lows the same order as that of the Shuofu. Three Lives, however, for
which Mao Jin apparently has not been able to obtain any (or enough) text,
he replaced by biographies that were not listed in the Shuofu yet are con¬
tained in the "Han Wei congshu"-tradition.307 Furthermore, Mao Jin has
five biographies that are not seen in the "Han Wei congshu"-tradition: Tai-
yang nü A Pl fc (or Zhu Yi £ M), Taiyin nü A B fc (or Lu Jin jg &),
Liu Gang f\] É. Rong Chenggong § jfc £, and Yue Zichang «g ^ g.
We may ask what sources Mao Jin might have used for these. The Taiyang
nü vita is identical with the version to be found in Zhao Daoyi's Lishi
zhenxian tidao tongjian houji, for which the latter does not indicate its
303 Sawada, op. cit.: 566.
304 Kominami, op. cit.: 302.
305 Fukui (1983:27) points at the fact that Mao Jin's Jindai bishu collection does not
contain a SXZ. He seems to imply that Mao Jin did in fact not have a SXZ at his
disposition. However, not all works collected by Mao were printed in his Jindai
bishu. E.g., the Jindai bishu does not list the Bowu zhi, yet we know that Mao Jin
kept a rare Northern Song ed. of this work which his son, Mao Yi (1640-1710)
offered for sale at a cost of four taels; cf. Jigu ge zhenzong biben shumu $JlÉf K
ï^JUcio^ilr @ ed. Congshu jicheng jianbian, p. 15.
306 Qinding Siku quanshu, repr. Shanghai 1987, vol. 1059:253-311. For Mao Jin's
ed. as basis for the Siku quanshu, cf. ibid., p. 254a.
307 These are: Hua Ziqi, Wu Yan, and Heshang Gong.
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source.308 Similarly, Taiyin nü's biography almost corresponds with Zhao
Daoyi's version (for which, again, no source is given) yet it has a short
section of seventeen characters more.309 This may indicate that either Mao
Jin did not copy directiy from the Lishi zhenxian tidao tongjian houji yet
probably from a common source, or that the Lishi zhenxian tidao tongjian
houji has undergone editorial changes since. On the other hand, his Jie
Xiang vita is an almost precise copy of Zhao Daoyi's Lishi zhenxian tidao
tongjian tongjian (unfortunately, as in most cases, Zhao Daoyi does not
reveal his own source), there are fewer variations between these than
between Mao Jin's text and the Taiping guangji version of this Life. His
versions of Liu Gang's and Rong Chenggong's biographies, on the other
hand, are identical with corresponding texts in the Xianyuan bianzhu.™
To summarize: Mao Jin used sources—apart from a version belonging to
the "Han Wei congshu"-tradition—the editors of the Guang Han Wei
congshu either did not have at their disposal or deliberately did not take
into account.
We collated one of the "modern" editions, the one contained in the
Daozang jinghua, a) with the Taiping guangji, b) with the Yunji qiqian,
and c) with the quotations as listed in the Appendix. The Daozang jinghua
edition was chosen for this purpose after it has been compared with the
Zengding Han Wei congshu, because its compiler claims to have collated
the [Guang] Han Wei congshu, the Longwei bishu and—most important—
the Jigu ge editions. In addition, some variorum readings are integrated in
the text using smaller characters.311 The main difference between the Dao¬
zang jinghua and the Zengding Han Wei congshu is the fact that the former
includes the biographies of Ruo Shi312 and Hua Ziqi313. Both biographies
308 Lishi zhenxian tidao tongjian houji, HY 298:2.1 lb.
309 Op. cit. 2.11bf. and SXZ, ed. Siku quanshu, 4.10a-b.
310 Liu Gang's vita in SXZ, ed. Siku quanshu, 6.9b Xianyuan bianzhu, HY 596,
3.1b; Rong Chenggong's biography in SXZ, ed. Siku quanshu, 7.5a Xianyuan
bianzhu 3.13b (for which no source is mentioned).
311 However, it is never said which edition shows the variant quoted. The Jigu ge
edition was neither available to Fukui nor to Sawada.
312 SXZ, ed. Daozang jinghua, laf.
313 SXZ, ed. Daozang jinghua, 5a.
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are absent in the Taiping guangji but occur in the Yunji qiqian .314 The text
of Ruo Shi's biography is identical with the Yunji qiqian text, whereas the
text of Hua Ziqi's biography, collated with the Yunji qiqian, shows a few
differences.315 Note that all "modern" editions fail to include Taizhen
furen's vita as preserved in Taiping guangji 57.316
Tabulating317 the relative order of the SXZ biographies as found in
the Sandong zhu'nang and in the Daozang jinghua edition, Table 5 is
obtained. In 17 of 25 cases, where a direct comparison of the juan number
is possible, there is a difference between the Sandong zhu'nang and the
"modern" edition. A collation of the "modern" edition of the "Han Wei
congshu"-tradition with the "long" text versions leads to the following
result:
1. Where both the Yunji qiqian and the Taiping guangji have a biography
of the same person, but differ from each other in some details, the
"modern" edition always follows the Taiping guangji.318
2. Clusters of SXZ biographies in the Taiping guangji often occur as
clusters in the "modern" edition:
cluster a: Mozi319, Sun Bo, Tianmen Zi, Yu Zi;320
314 Yunji qiqian, HY 1026, 109.1b-2b and Yunji qiqian 109.4bf, respectively.
315 Three variant and three included characters.
316 Cf. Taiping guangji 57.350-354. Accordingly, this vita is not translated by
Güntsch. That this biography indeed was part of the SXZ is corroborated by the
quotation in comm. Wen xuan 16.30b which matches a part of the Taizhen furen
vita ap. Taiping guangji 57.351.
317 Cf. Fukui, op. cit.: 2f; note that Fukui obviously has overlooked, or deliberate¬
ly not considered, the two vitae of Hua Ziqi (Sandong zhu'nang, HY 1131,
3.27b, wrongly attributed to the Liexian zhuan) and Zhang Daoling (Sandong
zhu'nang 7.8b).
318 Although additional variants occur in the former (copyists' errors).
319 After Mozi's vita, the Taiping guangji has Liu Zheng's biography which is
reproduced in the Daozang jinghua on p. 34a.
320 The cluster comprises Taiping guangji 5.31-35 and pages 31b-32b in the Daozang
jinghua.
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Table 5: Relative order ofthe SXZ biographies: Sandong zhu'nang I
"modern" editions
Biography SXZ juan (SDZN) "modern" juan
Ruo Shi 2 1
Peng Zu 2 1
Shen Xi 3 8
Wang Yuan 3 2
MaGu 3 2
Huang Luzi 4 10
Sun Bo 4 8
Kong Yuangfang 4 6
Jiao Xian 4 6
Taiyang Nü 4 n.a. 321
Taiyang Zi 4 10
Taiyin Nü 4 n.a.
Sun Deng 4 6
Shen Jian 5 6
Zhang Daoling 5 5
Ba Gong 6 4
Dong Feng 7 6
Liu Gen 7 3
Wang Yao 8 3
Li Changzai 9 3
Gan Jun 9 n.a.
Gui Jun / Gan Jun 9 n.a.
Mao Jun 9 9
Jie Xiang 9 9
Feng Junda 10 10
Zhao Qu 10 3
Chen Chang 10 10
Li Gen 10 10
Dongguo Yannian 10 10
Ling Shouguang 10 (YJQQ 86) 10322
321 n.a. stands for "not available.
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cluster b: Shen Xi, Chen Anshi;323
cluster c: Baishi xiansheng, Huang Chuping, Wang Yuan, Baishan
Fu, Ma Mingsheng, Li Babai, Li A;324
cluster d: Liu An, Yin Changsheng, Zhang Daoling;325
Cluster e: Liu Shaojun, Kong Yuanfang, Wang Lie, Jiao Xian, Sun
Deng, Lu Wenjing, Shen Jian;326
Clusterf: Heshang Gong, Liu Gen, Li Zhongfu, Li Yiqi, Wang Xing,
Zhao Qu, Wang Yao;327
Cluster g: Qinshan Laofu, Wu Yan, Liu Ping, Luan Ba, Zuo Ci;328
cluster h: Hu Gong, Jizi Xun;329
cluster i: Mao Jun, Kong Anguo, Yin Gui, Jie Xiang, Su Xiangong,
Cheng Xiangong, Guo Pu, Yin Si.330
322 This quotation, although not in the Sandong zhu'nang but also explicitly
mentioning the juan number, has not been seen by Fukui and Sawada.
323 Pages 5.36-37 in the Taiping guangji and pages 33a-33b in the Daozang jinghua.
324 Pages 7.44-50 in the Taiping guangji and pages 6a-8b in the Daozang jinghua.
325 Pages 8.51-58 in the Taiping guangji and pages 14a-17b in the Daozang jinghua.
326 Pages 9.59-65 in the Taiping guangji and pages 23a-25b in the Daozang jinghua.
327 Pages 10.66-72 in the Taiping guangji and pages 10a-12b in the Daozang
jinghua. It is interesting that the Taiping guangji mulu then has the biography of
Chen Yongbai which—we must assume—also belonged to the same SXZ cluster,
but the text itself is missing in the Taiping guangji. However, the Daozang
jinghua has Chen's biography on p. 41a which, apart from one variant and three
omitted characters, is nothing else but the text reproduced in Lishi zhenxian tidao
tongjian, HY 296, 5.20af. Note that the Lishi tongjian does not give his source
for this biography. We have an attested SXZ fragment of Chen Yongbai's
biography: it is to be found in the Xianyuan bianzhu, HY 596, 1.8a but it is
different from the Lishi tongjian text.
328 Pages 11.73-78 in the Taiping guangji and pages 18a-20b in the Daozang jing¬
hua.
329 Pages 12.80-83 in the Taiping guangji and pages 20b-22b in the Daozang jing¬
hua.
330 Pages 13.87-95 in the Taiping guangji and pages 35a-39a in the Daozang jinghua.
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3. The Daozang jinghua edition has 94 biographies of which sixty are
taken from the Taiping guangji and two from the Yunji qiqian.
These few remarks may suffice to illustrate the validity of the thesis of the
editors of the Siku quanshu zongmu tiyao.331 It should be obvious by now
that the Ming eds. are neither to be considered reliable nor are they of any
scientific use.
10. Conclusion
Nothing of what has been said so far speaks against the possibility that the
SXZ, as it is available through the extant fragments in the Taiping guangji,
the Yunji qiqian and various lei shu, indeed is from Ge Hong's brush. If
the SXZ, nevertheless, should be a forgery then it must have been fabri¬
cated in the time between Ge Hong's death and the earliest testimonies in
the early 5th century, most probably during the first decades after his de¬
cease.
Based on three different kinds of evidence we can conclude that what
still is extant from the SXZ (namely two "long" versions and a series of
quotations to be found in sources from pre-Tang times up to the Southern
Song) may indeed go back to Ge Hong's original text:
Firstly, both bibliographical evidence and other testimony suggest that
not only roughly a century after Ge Hong's death his works, including his
SXZ, were already quite popular and that the SXZ's existence is attested for
the late fifth / early sixth century but that from the middle of the sixth until
the early 13th centuries it was continuously available at least in the impe¬
rial and, at times, in private libraries as well.
Secondly, collation of the early quotations (from the early fifth and
early sixth centuries) with the "long" versions—as they existed in the late
tenth (Taiping guangji) and early eleventh century (Yunji qiqian)—revealed
331 Contrary to Durrant who, concerning Mozi's vita, says "that the T'ai-p'ing
kuang-chi is an almost exact copy of the Shen-hsien chuan ...", the SXZ ed. he
used are copies from the Taiping guangji! Cf. Stephen W. Durrant, "The Taoist
Apotheosis of Mo Ti", Journal ofthe American Oriental Society 97, 1977:543.
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no serious indication suggesting that the Song text was fundamentally
different from the Nanbeichao text.332
Thirdly, a series of verbatim correspondences between the "long"
versions of the SXZ and the shorter Baopuzi neipian versions as well as the
way in which self-references are used by the compiler of the SXZ indicate
that both texts may well be the products of the same author. After all, the
SXZ would perfectly complement juan 2, fm fill "On immortals", of the
Baopuzi neipian. An even superficial look into the Baopuzi brings to light
32 persons who, according to the list in the Appendix below, are dealt with
in the SXZ too.
This, however, does not exclude the possibility that during the trans¬
mission process additional passages or alterations have found their way into
the text—as Kaltenmark was able to show for another collection of
"Daoist" Lives, the Liexian zhuan ^ijfiljflf ,333
Nevertheless, fragments are seen of SXZ biographies concerning per¬
sons who were almost contemporaries of Ge Hong and one might doubt
whether he would have included them in a collection of immortals' vitae.
As a possible solution to this problem the hypothesis may serve that these
vitae were originally entered into other works of Ge Hong's, such as, e.g.,
his Yinyi zhuan Silff >334 but later were added to the SXZ.335
Another problem regards the size of the SXZ: our witnesses are not
unanimous.336 The SXZ may have contained little more than a hundred
332 We even doubt that a (desirable) extension of the study to less known lei shu and
other works, especially of the Tang, would change our view in a critical way,
although there is some hope that for one or another vita a more complete version
could be found.
333 Kaltenmark, op. cit.: 3. Also cf. present author's article "Critical editions, con¬
cordances and semantic databases of early Daoist texts", in Chinesisch und
Computer 10 (1997):57-69, especially p. 58.
334 Note that Guo Wen's official biography occurs in the yinyi |§ i|| chapter of the
Jin shu biographies. Cf. supra, p. 741.
335 Unfortunately, we at present know of no possibility to verify or falsify this
hypothesis.
336 See above, pp. 744-5.
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biographies, probably 117 or 119, but it almost certainly did not exceed
200. Our count of the attested vitae yields 123.337
Collation of the fragments with the "long" versions further revealed
that neither the Taiping guangji- nor the Yunji qiqian-texts represent the
biographies in their original length, but are abridged to an unknown extent.
Quite a series of fragments indicate that the Yunji qiqian-texts are more
trustworthy than those ofthe Taiping guangji.
Appendix
It may be useful to have a list of the major quotations found so far,338
arranged according their occurrence in the Taiping guangji and Yunji
qiqian ("long" versions) and according to the chronological order of the
sources. Juan no. according to Sandong zhu'nang:
Juan 1
Juan 2
1 Ruo Shi
2 Peng Zu
Juan 3
3 ShenXi
4 Wang Yuan/Cai Jing/Ma Gu
YJQQ, SDZN, WX, XYBZ, SF
TPGJ, YWLJ, SDZN, FYZL, SJ zhengyi,
XYBZ, TPYL, SF
TPGJ, YJQQ, SJZ, QMYS, XDL, YWLJ,
SDZN, CXJ, XYBZ, TPYL, SF
TPGJ, YJQQ, BTSC, YWLJ, SDZN, CXJ,
BSLTSU, XYBZ, TPYL, SF
Juan 4
5 Huanglu Zi/Ge Yüe
6 Sun Bo
YJQQ, SDZN, XYBZ, TPYL, SF
TPGJ, YJQQ, SDZN, BSLTSU, XYBZ,
TPYL, SF
337 Excluding those persons who lived during the Jin. Cf. Appendix, below.
338 This list does not presume completeness. Rather, the most important sources of
quotations are listed. A complete list will be contained in the critical edition of
the fragments of the SXZ, presently being prepared by the author.
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7 Kong Yuan[fang]
8 Jiao Xian
9 Taiyang Nü
10 Taiyang Zi
11 Taiyin Nü
12 Sun Deng
Juan 5
13 Shen Jian
14 Zhang Daoling
Juan 6
15 Liu An
Juan 7
16 Dong Feng
17 Liu Gen
Juan 8
18 Wang Yao
Juan 9
19 Li Changzai
20 Gan Jun/Gan Ji
21 Mao Jun/Mao Ying
22 Jie Xiang
Juan 10
23 Feng Junda/Feng Heng
24 Zhao Qu
25 Chen Chang
26 Li Gen
27 Dongguo Yan
TPGJ, SDZN, XYBZ, TPYL, SF
TPGJ, YWU, SDZN, XYBZ, TPYL, SF
SDZN, XYBZ, SF
SDZN, XYBZ, SF
SDZN, XYBZ, SF
TPGJ, BTSC, SDZN, XYBZ, TPYL, SF
TPGJ, YJQQ, SDZN, XYBZ, TPYL, SF
TPGJ, YJQQ, YWU, SDZN, CXJ, XYBZ,
TPYL, SF
TPGJ, YJQQ, BTSC, YWLJ, SDZN, WX,
CXJ, XYBZ, TPYL, SF
TPGJ, SGZ, QMYS, YWU, SDZN, XYBZ,
TPYL, SF
TPGJ, SDZN, WX, XYBZ, TPYL, SF
TPGJ, BTSC, SDZN, TPYL, SF
TPGJ, SDZN, XYBZ, TPYL
SDZN, YWU, XYBZ, TPYL
TPGJ, YWU, SDZN, WX, CXJ, TPYL, SF
TPGJ, SGZ, QMYS, BTSC, YWU, SDZN,
XYBZ, TPYL, SF
SJZ, YWLJ, SDZN, XYBZ, TPYL, SF
TPGJ, SDZN, XYBZ, SF
SDZN, XYBZ, SF
SDZN, XYBZ, TPYL, SF
SDZN, XYBZ, TPYL, SF
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Juan 10 (continued)
28 Ling Shouguang YJQQ, SJZ, XYBZ, TPYL, SF
no juan indicated
29 Laozi TPGJ, SJZ, MS P 2353, YWU, HHS zhu,
FYZL, SJ zhengyi, BSLTSU, TPYL
30 Guang Chengzi TPGJ, YJQQ, WX, SF
31 Wei Boyang TPGJ, YJQQ, XYBZ, ZYCTQFZTZY, TPYL
SF
32 Feng Gang TPGJ, XYBZ, TPYL, SF
33 Wei Shuqing TPGJ, SJZ, WX, CXJ, XYBZ, TPYL, SF
34 Mozi TPGJ, XYBZ, SF
35 Liu Zheng TPGJ, XYBZ, TPYL, SF
36 Tianmen Zi TPGJ, YJQQ, XYBZ, SF
37 YuZi TPGJ, YJQQ, XYBZ, SF
38 Chen Anshi TPGJ, XYBZ, TPYL, SF
39 Baishi xiansheng TPGJ, YWU, TPYL, SF
40 Huang Chuping TPGJ, YJQQ, SJZ, YWU, CXJ, XYBZ,
TPYL, SF
41 Baishan Fu/Bo Shanfu TPGJ, XYBZ, TPYL, SF
42 Li Babai TPGJ, YJQQ, XYBZ, TPYL, SF
43 Li A TPGJ, YJQQ, BTSC, XYBZ, TPYL, SF
44 Yin Changsheng TPGJ, BTSC, XYBZ, TPYL, SF
45 Li Shaojun TPGJ, XYBZ, TPYL, SF
46 Wang Lie TPGJ, YWU, WX, BSLTSU, XYBZ, TPYL,
SF
47 Lu Wenjing/Lu Gong/Lü Gong TPGJ, XYBZ, TPYL, SF
48 Heshang Gong TPGJ, YWU, WX, TPYL
49 Li Zhongfu TPGJ, BTSC, YWLJ, BSLTSU, XYBZ,
TPYL
50 Li Yiqi TPGJ, SGZ, BTSC, XYBZ, TPYL, SLF, SF
51 Wang Xing TPGJ, QMYS, YWU, XYBZ, TPYL, SF
52 Taishan Laofu TPGJ, BTSC, YWU, CXJ, BSLTSU, XYBZ,
TPYL, SF
53 WuYan TPGJ, CXJ, XYBZ
54 Liu Ping TPGJ, XYBZ, TPYL
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55 Luan Ba
56 Zuo Ci
57 Hu Gong & Fei Changfang
58 Jizi Xun/Ji Liao/Ji Zixun
59 Kong Anguo
60 Yin Gui
61 Su Xiangong
62 Cheng Xiangong
63 Taizhen furen/Ma Mingsheng
64 Ban Meng
65 Ge Xuan
66 ShenWentai
67 Hua Ziqi
68 She Zheng
69 NanjiZi
70 Feng Junda
71 Dongling Shengmu
72 Fan füren
74 Gan Shi
75 Kang Fengzi
76 Xu You/Li Lougong/Chao Fu
77 Lu Nüsheng/Yu Nüsheng
78 Chen Zihuang
79 Gao, Shang Qiu, Pinggong
80 Cheng Weiqi
81 BaiHe/BoHe
82 Huangshan/shi Jun
83 Rong Chenggong
84 Liu Gang
85 Wang Zhen
86 Gong Song
87 Liu/Lou Jing
88 Yan Qing
89 Mo Ronggong
TPGJ, YJQQ, BTSC, YWU, HHS zhu, CXJ,
XYBZ, TPYL, SF
TPGJ, BTSC, YWU, HHS zhu, CXJ, XYBZ,
TPYL, SF
TPGJ, QMYS, BTSC, CXJ, XYBZ, TPYL, SF
TPGJ, CXJ, BSLTSU, XYBZ, TPYL, SF
TPGJ, XYBZ, TPYL
TPGJ, TPYL, XYBZ, TPYL, SF
TPGJ, TPYL
TPGJ
TPGJ
TPGJ, CXJ, BSLTSU, XYBZ, TPYL, SF
TPGJ, BTSC, YWU, CXJ, BSLTSU, TPYL,
SF
YJQQ, XYBZ, TPYL, SF
YJQQ, SDZN, XYBZ
YJQQ, XYBZ, TPYL, SF
YJQQ, BTSC, XYBZ, TPYL, SF
BTSC, YWU, SDZN, XYBZ, TPYL, SF
YWU, XYBZ, TPYL, SF
QMYS, YWU, TPYL, SF
YWU, XYBZ, TPYL, SF
YWU, BSLTSU, TPYL
YWU, XYBZ, TPYL, SF
YWU, XYBZ, TPYL, SF
YWU, XYBZ, TPYL
YWU, XYBZ, TPYL
YWU, SF
CXJ, XYBZ, TPYL, SF
CXJ, XYBZ, SF
CXJ, TPYL, SF
XYBZ, TPYL, SF
XYBZ, TPYL, SF
XYBZ, TPYL, SF
XYBZ, TPYL, SF
XYBZ, TPYL, SF
XYBZ, TPYL
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90 Yan/Xianmen Zi XYBZ, TPYL
91 Xiumei Gong XYBZ, TPYL
92 Yue Zichang XYBZ, SF
93 Chen Yongbai/Yongbo XYBZ, SF
94 Jiuling Zi XYBZ, SF
95 Beiji Zi XYBZ, SF
96 Jue Dongzi XYBZ, SF
97 Taixuan Nü XYBZ, SF
98 Huang Jing XYBZ, SF
99 Chang Ling/San Lao XYBZ
100 Gaoshan Sihao XYBZ
101 DaZu XYBZ
102 Tang Feng XYBZ
103 Ken Laizi XYBZ
104 Luoxia Gong XYBZ
105 Zhang Chang XYBZ
106 FeiYuzi XYBZ
107 Haorong Gong XYBZ
108 Qingniao Gong XYBZ
109 Qing Niu XYBZ
110 Baitu Gong XYBZ
111 Chen He TPYL
112 WuMu TPYL
113 Huang, Dong Ziyang TPYL
114 Fan Mo/Miao TPYL
115 Wang Bao TPYL
116 Fei Huangzi/Zhang Xu TPYL
117 Yun Xiangong TPYL
118 Liu Yuanfeng TPYL
119 Hei Xuegong TPYL
120 Zhonghuang Zi SF
121 Shi Yang? SF
122 Dongzhong Jun SF
123 QingPingji SF
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List of abbreviations:
BSLTSU Bai shi Liutie shilei ji
BTSC Beitang shuchao
CXJ Chuxue ji
FYZL Fayuan zhulin
HHS zhu comm. Hou Han shu
MS P 2353 MS Pelliot 2353
QMYS Qimin yaoshu
SDZN Sandong zhu'nang
SF Shuofu
SGZ Sanguo zhi
SLF Shi lei fu
SJ zhengyi zhengyi comm. Shi ji
SJZ Shui jing zhu
TPGJ Taiping guangji
TPYL Taiping yulan
WX Wen xuan
XDL Xiao dao lun
XYBZ Xianyuan bianzhu
YJQQ Yunji qiqian
YWU Yiwen leiju
ZYCTQFZTZY Zhouyi cantongqi fen zhang tongzhenyi
